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ÀBSTRÀCT

This study examined the argument that conlrac¡ual psychotherapy is a

forn of associa!ive social controL. In order !o overcome ther probLem

of a polernical analysis of this issue, a conLent analysis of theories of

psychotherapy l¡as conducted in order to reconstruct the theoretical

answers to the foJ.Iowing questions: Wha! is normal?; What is the

appropriate unít of analysis in accountinq for deviations from this

ideal?; and Hori is deviance best ameLiorated? The objective of this

study tlas to explicate the a priori assumptions which guide clinicaL

prac t ice.

Normality is a nebulous concept which eLudes precise definitÍon. The

goals of psychotherapy are to alleviale subjective distress and improve

social performance, but it is impossible to distinguish normal from

abnormal subjective experience and socÍaI performance for whích

psychotherapy may be indicaLed. The units of analysis that are used to

explain deviance in theories of psychotherapy include, the individuaL,

interpersona). interaction, and socio-structuraL factors. The conceptual

parameters of psychotherapy are broad enough to incorporate this

continuum, fron the individuaL to the society, in explaining deviance.

Clinical practice, however, focuses on changing the individual, or, in

the broadest application of psyc hoLhe rapeut i c theory, changing micro

social groups. Efforts to ameliorate deviance at the socio-struclural

level are virtually non-existent in theories of psychotherapy. The



ambiguity of the concept of normality, r¡hich renders every índividual a

potential candidate for psychotherapy and the disparity betr,reen the

explanation and amelìoration of subjective distress and disruptions to

social performance, supports the argument that psychotherapy is a form

of social controL l¡hich assists in the maintenance of social order.
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It is alllays up to a society to decide nhat individuaLs and
what kind of contributions it wiLl propagate and value.
Perhaps r¡hen tle have clearly understood the kinds of
individuals !o lhe which the 'syndrome' ).abels apply, these
labels wiIl no longer be useful (Ernest Becker, 1964t7ìr.



Chapter I

iNTRODUCTION

Il has been argued that psychiatry acts as a form of social conlrol.

The study of this issue has tended !o focus upon those instances in

which psychiatry has exercised overt social control. Tha! is, critical
assessnents of psychiatry have concentrated on: the medicalization of

deviance (Conrad and Schneider, 1980; Robbins and Ànthony, 1983 ) ;

psychiatric labelling (scheff, 1958; DanieJ.s, 1970i Rosenhan, reprinted

1981); and institutionalization (Perucci , 1914; Szasz, 1977\. This

orientation has enhanced our understandlng of the overt control of human

behavior through labelling, hospilalization and the treatment technology

empJ.oyed therein. What is lacking is this approach, however, is a

systematic analysis of the 'covert' dinension of psychiatry. More

specifiealJ.y, the concern of this study ís Hith psychotherapy and its
role in the control of deviance and the promotion of conformity,

Thomas Szasz (1973) has distinguished insÈiÈuÈional from contracÈual

psychiatry and while highly critical of the former, the argument is

comparativeLy uncritical âbout the latter. Crítica1 statements about

contractuaL psychiatry, or psychotherapy and its role in the maintenance

of social order tênd to take the forn of polemical debates (Halleck,

1970; Hurvitz, 1973; Glenn and Kunnes, 1973; lng).eby, '1983). Polemics

notlrithstanding, these argumenls t,tarrant an ernpirical assessment of the

issue, Contractual psychoÈherapy must be drawn into the analysis of
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psychiatry as sociaL control insofar as it is the donain in which the

psychotherapist has maintained carte blanche. The focus of this

analysis is restricted then, to the psychoLherapy provided to ctients

who seek assisLance from private clinicians or out-patient clinics. The

purpose of this study is to analyze the content of theories of

psychotherapy uilb the aim of assessing the argument that psychoLherapy

is a form of sociaL control.



Chapter II
CONCEPN'ÀL FRÀ}IEIIONK

2.1 THE CONCEPT OF SOCIÀL CONTROI

SociaL control can be conceptua).ized r,rithin a funclionalist or conflict
paradigm of social order. Since the 1950s, the study of social control

has tended to concern itseLf r¡ith those agencies which exercise the

over! forms of such control , and marks a reorientation in the study of

sociaL control and social order, "moving from cooperation to coercion,

from harmony to conflict" (Rothman, 1983:109). This approach uses a

ra!her narrow rnodel of social control which "focuses on lhe means

delíberately employed by authorized agents to secure conforrnity to

formal norms" (Clark and Gibbs, 1955:399). This orienlation has been

invaLuable to an underslanding of the naintenance of social order

through the conlainment of particular types of deviance (eg. crininality

or insanily). The conflict-based deviancy model of social control ,

insofar as it focuses on observable coercive control, may not provide

for a systematic analysis of the more covert forms of social control and

their role in the perpetuation of a given social order.l As stated a!

the outset, lhe concern of this study is with lhe contribution of

psychotherapy in facilitating this end.

1 There are notable exceptions to this patternf
(1959) and scheff (1968).

-3-

for example, Gof fman
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One consequence of the deviancy model is that the term social control

is ofLen perceived in a pejorative manner (ie. is inherently evil and

should be eliminated). Il is, however, untenabLe, if not naive, to

assume that social order is possible in the absence of control

mechanisns. In any society, social control will vary along a continuum

from overt coercion at one extreme, !o subtle manipulation at lhe other,

and at any leveL of analysis, social life nècessarily invoLves soci.al

conlrol (Rothman, 1983). Às Berger sees it:
society, in essence, is the imposition of order upon the flux
of human experience..,Coercion and external controls, however,
are only incidental aspects of society's imposition of order.
Beginning with language, every social institu!ion, no matter
how "nonrepressive" or "consensual", is an imposition of order
( 1971 :3 emphasis in original).

This observation makes it imperative to delinea!e c).earIy the control

mechanism under consideration so lhat blanket conclusions can be

avoíded,

Again, the deviancy model of social control tends to limit its
analysis to the observabJ-ly coercive con¡rol of non-conforming or

rule-violaLing behavior. In contrast, Rothman states lhat!

those who think of social control as more or less synonymous
with repression and coercion may be starlled to discover that
Àmerican sociologisls first used the term to caplure the very
opposite quality, that of cooperation, of voluntary and
harmonious cohes ion ( 1983:107 ) ,

Similarly, the term social controJ. was originaLly used to "describe the

processes socielies developed for regulating thenselves" (Conrad and

Schneider, 1980:7) which reflects a functionalist vierl of social order.

This conceptualization is in accord with Berger's view of social order

cited previously. Whereas the focus of the deviancy model is too

Darrorl. this formulation is perhaps, excessively broad. This definition
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encompasses virtually every aspect of social Iife, thus making it
difficult to circumscribe meaningful sociologicaL inquiry. Rothman

suggests that becãuse this specificalion of the concept 14as "almosl

synonymous with the totality of the society", its use has diminished

(1983:109), That a society must/wi11 shape the behavior of its members

is self-evident; society by definítion provides regulation in the

service of social order. Social order is the sine qua non of the human

condition. It is crucial for humans, because, in conlrast to other

animals, "man has no species-specific environment firmly structured by

his own instinctual organization" (Berger and Luckmann, 1966ta7)r. The

absence of social order is lantamoun! to sheer chaos or anomie; survival

for humans requires the production of an ordered environnent. Coupled

with the contradictions of the functionaList paradigm which emerged in

the 1960s (nrickey, 1978), the result of this realization has been the

adoption of lhe LimiLed deviancy model for the sludy of sociaL conLrol.

Psychotherapy cannot be adequately nor accura!eIy situated within

eit¡er of these models. Àgain, the focus of this analysis is res!ricted

to conLractual psychotherapy offered in non-institutional settings. It
would be inaccurate to conceive of psycholherapy in this context as an

instance of the coercíve control of deviance, Nor would it be accurate

to treat psychotherapy as an illustration of the socialization process.

Psycholherapy nay be better understood as a sort of 'resocialization'

necessary to correct or alleviate disruplions to the individuaL's normal

social functioning. Contractuäl psychotherapy is generally thought of

as non-repressive and is, !o a large extent consensual. If "society, in

essence, Ís the imposition of order upon the flux of human experience"



(Berger, 1971:31), then psychotherapy necessarily constitutes

imposition of order. In r{ha! r¡ay lhen, can social control

conceptualized in order lo capture the nandate of psychotherapy?

Following the argument of Janowilz (1975), Mayer defines social

controì as essentially "the at.lempts by a group or by a society to

reguJ.ate its orln members' behavior rr,ithout recourse !o forcible

coercion" (1983:24). This definition draws a clear distinc!ion between

force and soc ial control. Àccording to Mayer, å conlrol svstem

constitules the tno broad categories of: (1 ) coercive controls which

eilher use or imply force, LegaJ. or extra-Iegal; and (2) social

controLs, r+hich consist of group seLf-regulalion outsÍde !he boundaries

of force, and l¡hich can be used on both a macro- and mÍcro-sociological

Level (1983:24), This conceptualization of the processes and structures

through which societies regulate themselves avoids the tabyrinth of

socialization/indoctrination requisite for group membership, yet expands

the analysis beyond the coercive controt of deviance.

The overall control system is further differentiated into: (a)

coercive controls; (b) semi-coercive controls; and (c) social controls

(Mayer, 198322'1). This is a useful delineaLion of types of controls

since psychotherapy can be discussed as a par! of the professional

practice of psychiatry and clinical psychology. The types of controls

indicated above correspond to the followíng variations in professional

practice: involuntary commitmenti voluntary commitment and psychotherapy

respectiveLy. Moreover, this classification also explicates the varying

degree of choice which can be exercised by the controllee relative to

the differing amounts of power exerted over hirn/her (Mayer, 1983:26).

6

the

be
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To ilLustrate, consider the freedon to choose to llithdrat,¡ from a mental

hospilal under the conditions of involuntary commilment as opposed to

the termination of voluntary psychotherapy, }¡hile it is apparent that

psychotherapy rnay not be sought as the result of independent

decision-rnaking, it can be argued lha! as autonomy in decision-making

decreases, coerc i on increases.

SociaI order is mainlained then through a control system, enlailing a

pervasive system of social controls and lhe infrequent use of coercive

controls. Àgain, it is argued that psychotherapy constitutes a form of

sociaL control as dislinct from coercive control. l"lore specifíca11y,

psychotherapy can be included under Mayer's calegory of "associative"

social controL to the exten! that "persons consciously and f ree).y

associate thenselves to a control process, that is, to an effort !o

shape or change behavior and outLooks" ( 1983:27 ) . The concept of

associative social control "includes as participants those voluntarily

desiring to have their behavior influenced or changed" (l*layer, 1983:25).

One of the implications of Mayer's conceptualization of social con!roL

nechanisns is that associations can be viewed as having both manifest

and latent purposes. Àlthough cerLain manifest benefits which can

accrue from the association (eg. psychotherapy) may be easí1y perceived

(eg. feeling better), a latent agenda may pass undetected (eg. bringing

about confornity to societal norns,/ruIes). This would seem to indicale

that 'associative' social control nay be preferred over forcible controL

because it is nore effective, The controlling atlenpt may not be as

obvious, thereby minimizing resistance and rendering it a more effective

tooL for the maintenance of a given social order.
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Àn excessive use of force in the mainlenance of any social order

tends to be delegitimating. In a 'liberal democracy' , it is

delegitimating to the extent that it is antithetical to the

"philosophical underpinnings and supposed organization of lhe democratic

society; confLict is atLempted to be subsumed or neutralized through

various legal and social institutions of !he state" (Lertzman,1984 120),

This is not, however, peculiar to capi!aList society; superfluous

coercive control would also threaten lhe LegiLinacy of non-democratic

states (Janowitz, 19i5). With associative social controL, the social

order and the legitimacy of the rulers are sinultaneously protec!ed. In

any society, control mechanisms/strategies of this nalure may operate to

obstruct social change. In the con!exL of early capitalism and the

'secular rationalization' of society, Scull notes that:

capitalism demands a reform of "character" on the part of
every single workman.... (because it was) soon discovered lhat
physical threat ând economic coercion will not suffice: men
have to be taught to internalize these new attitudes and
responses to discipline. More than that, force under
capitalism becomes an anachronism (perhaps even an anathema)
save as a Ìas! resort..,.control must no!, come fron
within....(Scu11, 1979t11-72, ernphasis in originaJ.),

It can be inferred from this that capitalism is best served by a control

structure which decreases reliance on force !o maintain social. order and

instead"persuasion, rhelqric, symboLisrn, operational rewards, and

(non-forceful) punishments provide a broad context of social control

possibiiities" (Ì'tayer, 1983125). ClearJ.y, it was more effective to

employ social controls as opposed to force to expedite the developnent

and snooth functioning of the capitalist econony.

In light of the political and economic changes which facilitated the

deveLopnent of psychiatry, it is not surprising that the state tiould
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perceive the efficacy of a prinrariLy social as opposed to coercive

control systen. By using force. infrequently, the sLate could preserve

its legitimacy through the adoption of a social control system, to nhich

the majority !¡ould consen!. Control exercised through majority consent

can be referred !o as "hegemony", As Joseph Femia defines i!:
hegemony is lhe Þredominance obtained þ1 consent rather than
force of one cìass or group over other classes; and it isp!!g o! one cj.ass or group over oEner classes; and 1! rs
attained through the myriad ways in r¡hich the institutions of
civil society operate to shape, directly or indireclJ.y, the
cogniLive and affective struclures whereby men perceive
problematic social reatity ('1975131, emphasis added),

Àccording to Ingleby, "this is consístent llith the notion of the

contractual relationship betl'een citizens that t,tas supposed to replace

the repressive authority of the monarch" (1983:157). That social order

must be maintained is a necessary objective in any society. The

problem, however, is that the manner in which social order is sustained

often deflects critical assessment of a given sociaL order.

Psychiatry, as legilimated by the canons of science and the state,

represents one institutíon lhat enjoys tacit consent !o engage in social

control. Such tacit consent presumes lhat psychiatry's position of

authorily is warranted and desirable, and iLs competence unquestionable.

Psychialry, in the context of secuLarized civil society, is construed âs

!he onlv strategy for dealing with deviance or non-conformity, r+hich is

conveniently Iabelled as mental illness. Perhaps psychiatry's

"authority may be unconditionally and uncritically accepted because the

culture may not provide the individual with alternaLives !o the

eslablished node of thought" (tukes, 1978!641). It nay be the case that

psychiatry does have something to offer in the management of problematic

social reality, however, this does not justify the extent to which it
dominates our perception. In keeping wilh Hobbes, it is proposed thatt
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authority by consen! ... becomes inverted into the imposition
of authority,..!here (is) no recurrent renewal of consent, but
ralher the establishment of a way of thinking about government
and authority which suggests a basls of consent, setting
indelerminaLe and flexible limits to the power of governments
(lukes, 19781652 ) .

One could conclude from this thät the social order is maintained because

any attempts !o question its Iegitimacy are diffused. Steven Lukes

states it ralher welL:

Is it not the supreme and most insìdious exercise of power to
prevent people, to tlhatever degree, from having grievances by
shapinq their perceptions, coqnitions, and Þreferences in such
q Hay lhat thev accept the existinq order of thinqs, either
because they can g.Êg or imaqine N0 alternative to it, or
because they see it as natural and unchanqeable (1977 t24,
emphasis added ) .

Psychiatry has become a reality sui generis. It is perceived to be

the only way lo give meaning to seerningly inexplicable behavior.

Inasmuch as the concept of hegenony constitutes an accurate portrayal of

a given socia] order, it follotls that psychiatry provides sustenance for

this hegemony. Às Scheff sees i!:
the implicit support given rhe staÈus quo by current
psychiatric concepts and practices ís especially important
since the man in the street takes psychiatry to be a
scientific enterprise. To the extent that practitioners and
researchers in the field of nental illness argue and act as if
mental illness is largely a technical, scientific issue rather
than an area lhat is alnrost completely governed by moral
values, they are functioning as accomplices !o the current
moral status quo (1971r299).

For the most part, that psychiatry constitutes the only plausible

account of human (nis)behavior has yet to be questioned. Hegemony

implies that the perceptual sphere within r¡hich citizens understand

social realily is limited by the minimization of disruptions to the

social order. That is, a particular world view develops, which by

virtue of its predominance, provides a lexicon of sociaÌ reality
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underscored by tacit consent. This can be seen to preclude both a

criLical conscíousness of social order among the citizenry and the

r,rithdrâr,tal of consent. The therapeutic relationship is only one example

of the structuring of consciousness effected by the instiLutionaL order

of a society. More specifically, institutionalization "controLs human

conduct by setting up predefined patterns of conduct, r,¡hich channel it
in one direction as against the many other directions lhat would

theoreticalJ.y be possibJ.e" (Berger and Luckmann, 1966t55).

Most criticisrns of psychiatry tend to focus upon its use of coercive

conLrols, and fail to address the more subtle use of social controL.

For analylical purposes, recall that force has been distinguished fron

social control. While forcible physical restraint is a significant

dimension in the maintenance of social order, the present concern is

with psychiatry's potential to con!ro1 individuals !hrough symbolic

nanipulation. Psychiatry, even in insti!ulional settings, does more

than contain bodies. Àtternpts are also made to alter one's thinking.

Presurnably, it is both thought and action which deliver lhe perso¡ to

the instiEution. The concept of hegemony contends that individuaLs must

think in a particular way in order to act in a particular way. Failing

this, it is inferred that force will be deptoyed to suspend lhe

behavior, and associative social control will be used to bring the

person back to the right way of thinkíng and lhus, acting in that social

world.
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2.2 PSYCHOI'IIERÀPY ]N CONTEXT

Societies have always had to devise methods for concep!ualizing and

correcting (if not eradícating) problematic behavior. It is not r,rithin

the scope of this discussion to trace the history of these

conceptualizations, or the concomitant remediaL measures. Rather, the

task at hand is !o account for lhe emergence of lhe lherapeutic approach

to deviance and the rise to its contemporary position of pre-eninence.

In Museums of Madness 11977), Scull places the emergence of

psychiatry t,,ithin the context of a developing capitaList economy and the

secularization of social life. It would seem that during this

transformation, reJ.igious mechanisms for social control became

incongruent with the needs of the capitalist economy. Às noted

previously, for capitalisn to operate smoothly, control must come from

v,'ithin the individual, rather than by external imposition. The values

of science which served !o buttress the foundation of capitaLism could

also be employed to account for human nature (in this case, disruptive

behavior). In short, what religion calLed denon possession, a secular

science such as medicine would call mentaL illness. The peculiar

behavior that religion would punish, psychiatry would treat. In

Pearson's view, "the historicaL decline of religion and a spiritual view

of nalure was accomplished by the rise of science. This secularization

of man's view of nature is generally conceived of as a dissolution of

superstition and myth" (1975:87). Following l,leber, ScuIl slates of this

transi t ion tha!:

it refLected the penetration of this realn of social existence
by the values of science, the idea that there are Do
mysterious incalculable forces that come into play, but rather
oDe can, in principle, master aÌ1 things by calculation
(1979r43).
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Fur the rrnor e 3

economic competition and the factory system are the forcing
house for a thorough-goinq transformation in lhe relation of
man to nan. For industriaL capitalism demands a reform of
"character" on the part of every single workman, since their
previous character did not fit the nerl industriaL syslem
(Scull, 1979:71).

WhiLe ít was undoubledly a slow process, i! is apparent that the advent

of capitalism precipitated a massive restructuring of social life.
Àccord i ng !o Ingleby:

madness threatened lhe very basis of the 'contractual
society' , because it renoved the personaL responsibility which
necessarily underlay contractual relaLionships: so
incarceration could not be invoked as a ÞenalLv. The soLution
ltas to nake it a treatment like others deemed lacking in
responsibility, the-insane were pJ.aced under a relaliõn de
tutelle, which defined everything done to them as being in
their own best interests (1983:158, emphasis in original).

It is often assuned that the medical,/psychiatric response to deviance

or non-conformity is an improvement over ibs religious predecessor.

Such improvenent is presumably evidenced by iLs therapeutic as opposed

to punitive approach lo dealing wilh problemaLic behavior. It is,

however, sonewhat simplistic to accept this reorientation and the

concomitant benefits at face value, Ingleby (1983) contends that the

J.anguage of punishment was sinply replaced by lhe rheloric of !reaLment.

Consider FoucauLt's assessment of the rneaning of confinenent of the

mentalty iLl in 18th century France!

before having the medical meaning we give it or thaE we like
to suppose it has, confinement was required by something quite
different from any concern with curing the sick. I,lhat made it
necessary was an imperative of Labor, our philanthropy prefers
to recognize lhe signs of benevolence toward sickness where
there is only a condemnation of idleness (1973:46).

Similarly, in the American context, Rothman notes that "of all the

activiLies, asylums prized labor the most, going to exceptional leng!hs
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to keep patients busy with manual tasks. This regime...inculcated

regular work habits, precisely the trait necessary for patients'

recovery" (1971r145-146). The paramount value of labor surfaces

repealedly in many accounts of the emergence of psychiatry. During the

turbulent developmental stages of capitaLism, Foucault contends that

con f ínement prov i ded l

cheap manpower in the periods of full employment and hiqh
salaries; and in periods of unemployment, reabsorption of the
idle and social protection against agitation and uprisings
(1975r51).

The medical model of mental illness would suggest, however, that

mentaL illness is a basic ingredient of !he human condition,
as natural as suffering itself. . . those lrho deal with il are
primarily molivated by the humanitarian concern to relieve
suffering. . ,lhe dominating role of the medical profession is
seen as a rational one, juslified because the skilLs that
menlal problems call for are precisely those that nedicine as
a profession happens to possess (In91eby, 1983:142).

It is this view which has characterized the profession of psychiatry

since its energence in the 19!h century. It is a perspective which

would preclude a critical analysis of the social component in the

etiology of lrhat is referred to as mental ilLness.

Psychiatry's treatment of its charges, which can be seen !o have

fostered its legitimacy, is argued to have been more hunane than Èhe

approach taken by its predecessors. Scull (1979:73), hor¡ever, cites the

Report of the Select Committee on Madhouses of 1815 which describes

asylums as, to say the least, abysmal. Psychiatry rose to dominance

because it promised 'humane treatment' and because of the 'appeal of

science'. Benevolent and humane treaLnent, however, also net the needs

of secuLar socie!y. Ignatieff argues that following release, those
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confined "would return to society convinced of the moral Iegitimacy of

their rulers" (1983:87), }ihite confinement is a coercive control

mechanism, many of the techniques employed within this context can be

considered social conlrols. Despite the distinction between force and

social control , they are not mutuaLly exclusive categories with

reference lo psychiatry; physical conlainment is not the soì.e objective

of confinenent. In addition to suspending the objectionable behavior,

attempts, presumably are made to alter the cognitive and affective

structures which are assumed !o underlie it. The inculcaLion of reguLar

work habits by keeping people busy with manual tasks constitutes a

socia] control strategy. Moreover, the model institution in 19th

century En g Ia nd:

was to be home, where the patient l,tas to be known and treated
as an individual, where his mind was to be constantly
sLimulaled and encouraged to relurn !o iLs natural state(SculI, 1979t102),

Confinenent, in and of itself, would no! suffice as a soLution for the

problem of nadness. Programs such as psycholherapy have becone incLuded

in the treatment milieu as pärt of the overall slrategy and are

considered to be symbolic controls (ie. create,/sustain ideational

patterns).

It is clear that by promising treatment instead of punishment,

psychiatry's legitimacy would be enhanced, since force tends to

delegitinate the controllers. It is within this context that medicine's

psychiatry took root and has, through a complex process of claim-stahing

and noral entrepreneur í ng r expanded its domain of expertise to account

for just about any human behavior imaginable (see lhe American

Psychiatric Àssocialion's Diagnostic and Slatistical Manual iII).
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Ingleby suggests that by the middle of the 19th century "the primacy of

medicaL expertise in dealing riith lhe insane Iwas] firmly

esLablished,..and formally entrusted to members of the medical

profession" (1983r161). Once this had been accomplished, "medical

âulhority Iwas] extended beyond the asylum populaLion; 'nental illness'

overlaps insanity to cover deviations not severe enough to calL for

incarceration" (Ingteby, 1983:161). Àccording to Armstrong, "to!,ard the

end of the 19th cenlury a new prob].em of mental functioning began to

emerge, It Has observed lhat some people suffered from 'mental

instabilÍty' which did not of itself constitute nadness" (1983:19) and

its manifestati.ons were incorporated into existing "theories of madness

by describing lhem as precursors of insanity" (Armstrong, 1983t20-21),

This set the stage for human development in its entirety to be

scrutínized, culminaling in professiona). expansion and diversífication
(IngJ.eby, 1983) and the medicalization of the mind (Àrmstrong, 1983) in

the therapeutic state (Kíttrie 1971 ) . The implication of this is that

therapeutic inÈervention is permissibte, perhaps even necessary, in

virtually every arena of hurnan life.

The advent of Freud's psychoanalysis and the development, by

non-physicians, of alternative 'talking cures' brings us to the

'psy-profession' of today; an organization of professionals (and their

para-professionaì. counterparts) with the authority to engage in the

seeming).y unlinrited control of human behavior, with:

the poner to eliminate moral considerations from their
discourse, to make individuaL patients (rather than their
situations in life) the focus of attention, and to subordinate
them to their own authority (¡ngleby, 1983:154).
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Illich refers !o the result as a symptom of the 'social iatrogenesis'

of the medical model. In shorti

nredícaI J.abelLing has increased the number of peopLe rríth
exceptional consumer status to the point where people who are
free of therapy-orienLed labels have become the exception(rrIich, 1975:55).

IIlich further cites Karier's (1972], suggestion tha! "once lhe patient

role becones universal, medical labelJ.ing turns into a . !ool for totaL

social controL" (1975¡60). Moreover, Ing).eby contends that the human

sciences now constitute "a system of knowledge whose radii penetrate

into every corner of life, and lhus make possible swift and effective

control" (1983:154). One thing is clear, the medicaL nodel has come to

dominate our perception of peculiarities/irregularities in the social

r¡orld. In a society phiJ.osphíca11y based upon the contract bett,leen

citizens, this iatrogenesis is perceived as 'in our best interests' ,

Again, the nedÍcal model has become so wideJ.y shared that it is a

reality sui qeneris. Às a result, the fact that definitions of deviance

are implicitly, if not explicitly, shaped by vaLues fades fron view.

More specifical).y, this model ignores the problem that it is precisely

because of the existence of a norrnative order that a distinction can be

drawn between deviance and normality.

Further evidence that this model is better than religious

conceptualizations is thought to be found in the presunption that the

medical model is rnorally neutral. That is, "the medical nodel and the

associated medical designalions are assumed to have a scientific basis

and lhus are treated as if they were moralJ.y neutral. They are not

considered noraJ. judgernents but rational, scíentifically verifiable

conditions" (zola, 19'Ì5, cited in! Conrad and Schneider, 1980:35). In
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contrast, it is argued that "medical designations are social judgements

and, lhe adoption of a medicaL model o! behavior, a poLitical decision"

(Conrad and Schneider, 1980:35). I.lhile medical definitions of deviance

may apÞear morally neutral, countless examples of so-call.ed 'men!aI

disorders', which are clearly reLated to social status, contest this

neuLrality. To illustrate, consider "drapetomania", found only among

blacks attempting to escape from slavery; or politicaì dissidents in the

Soviet Union, categorized as "paranoid with counter-revolutionary

delusions" or alternativeLy, as struck wit.h "manic reformisn" (Conrad

and Schneider, 1980:35). Furlhermore, Rosenhan's classic study of

'psychialric pseudo-patients' seriously undermines the contenLion that

medical designations are rational, scíen!ifically verifiable conditions

(reprinted, 1981). Moral neutraLity is an admirable aspiration bu! it
is an improbable achievement because, psychiatric jargon may serve to

obfuscate the inevitability of moral judgements. It cannot be taken for

granted lhat the nedical model is morally neutral. In fac!, it can be

argued that the processes through which such an account of deviance (or

any account for that matter) rose to ils position of dominance were

anything but neutral. Treatment, however, would be understandably more

palatable to the masses than punishment.

Thomas Szasz (1951, 1953, 1970, 1977]l offers what is perhaps the most

controversial critique of the medical model of human behavior, In

discussing the Mvth of Mental ILL@., he argued tha!:

psychíatrists have traditionalJ.y regarded nenlal illness as a
problem apar! fron and independent of the social context in

. which it occurred,...since mental illness was considered to be
like bodily illness, it was logical that no attention was paid
to the social conditions in which the alleged disease occurred
(szasz, 1961:52).
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Às lhe above quotation illustratesf those !¡ith a critical perspective

call attenLion to the social forces influencing the underlying theory

and practice of psychiatry/psychology. Moreover, "the presuppositions

that enabl.e natural-scientific methods to be transposed wholesal.e onto

the study of people are cIearJ.y ideological in nature" (Ing1eby,

1983:164) . Szasz' s critique focuses primarily on institutional

psychiatry, characLerized by coercive and manipulative control.

Contractual psychiatry, however, poses no such threat since the

individual's interests are protected by the freedom to withdraw from the

'conLract'. Such social relalions are assumed to occupy.what Pearson

(1975¡43) has referred to as the 'liberated zone'. In a critique of the

Politics of Thonas Szasz, Goldstein argues tha!

Szasz overlooks the fact that entrepeneurial fee-for-service
medicine Iin this case, psychotherapyl is a].so tied
historically and functionatly to the government and other
inst i !uti ons (1980:576 ) .

It is untenable to assume then, that contractuaL psychotherapy is

insulated or exists apart from the influence of the discipline or the

socio-cultura] miLieu in which it is formulated and practiced.

Conceptualized as a form of associa!ive social control., psychotherapy is

seen as assistÍng in the maintenance of social order. WhiLe the present

analysis is confined to an assessment of psychotherapy as social

control, it is important to note that an implicit consideration in

questions of social maintenance is the problem of social change

vis-a-vis social conlrol (Janowitz, 1975). I! is not within the scope

of this analysis to address the issue of social change proper, except to

illustrate the potenLial for such transformalion in lhe context of the

way deviance is defined, for it can also be argued psychotherapy serves
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to hinder sociaL change while maintaining social order. Simply put,

contractual. psychotherapy may obs!ruct social change to the extent tha!

it individualizes responsibility for a problem and negates social or

socio-structural responsibility (HalLeck, 1970; Hurvitz, 1973; Glenn and

Kunnes, 1913i Ingteby, 1983). Szasz (1961) does not address this

problem nor the problem of psychotherapy ãs social controL in his

cons iderat i on of contractuaL psychiatry.

It is traditionally assumed that psychotherapy exists primarily, if
not exclusively, for lhe clien!. Moreover, we tend to believe that the

sole aim is to alleviate the distress of the lroubled indívidual The

purpose of thÍs discussion has been to contest this assumption. While

psychotherapy nay serve the indivídual, the argument is that it also

serves the social order. In the context of associative social control

and hegemony, the discussion thus far questions whether the existence

and activities of the psy-professions are aimed exclusively at the

emanc ipat i on of human beings.

Consider the observation of Illich:
Industrial society cannot function without providing its
members with many opportunities to be diagnosed as suffering
from real, substantive disease as a distinc! entity.., the
nore treâtment peoDle believe they need, the less thev can
rebeL aqainst industrial qrorr'th (1975:'1 18-119, emphasis
added ) .

Furthernore, Ingleby has argued that people tend not to accept lheir

feelings as reaI, rather they are perceived as "worrying signs of

iLlness" (1983:183), The ramifications of the theoretical and/or

practical underpinnings of an associalive sociaL control program such as

psycholherapy are nore complex than the manifest goal of alleviating
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subjective distress. Psychotherapy emerged as a form of treatment

J.egitimized by association with the medical model (Szasz, 1961; IngIeby,

1983), This is only one of the trealments that people can come to

believe they need. The nascent 'medicalization of Iife' indicates lhat

this model is deployed with alarming frequency to account for and hence

neutralize lrhat must be perceived as potential threats to the inbegrity

of a corporale liberal slate.

2,3 PSYCHOTHERÀPY ÀS SOCIÀL CONTROI

EvaLuations of psychotherapy can be characterized as aLtempts to

establish the efficacy of different lherapies (Luborsky, et al., 1975)

and often the superiority of one strategy over another (Sloane, e! a1.,

1975), The findings of such studies have been, since the inception of

such research, inconsisten! and inconclusive (Tennov, 1975), Grant

(1983:342) contends, however, "that from a scientific standpoin!, it can

be asserLed, nore convincingly than ever before, that psychotherapy is a

useful medical procedure whose curative properties are slowly becoming

clarified in lerns of client, therapist and technical variables". tthat

renains, however, is that the relationship betveen psychotherapy and the

social order in t.thich it exisLs has ye! to be futly investigated. While

the formulation of the anti-psychiatry perspective offers a franework

for such analyses, its clains have not been seriously considered in the

sphere of contractuaL psychialry. Accordíng to Pearson, the appeal of

anti-psychiatry "r+hich it undoubtedly does have for some professional

maLcontents is essentially one which is sentimental--that is, it
reflects and voices the professional malaise rather than íncisively

analyzing its structure and revolutionizing its practice" (1975:38).
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Gottman and LeibLum eontend lhat "...many therapists are about as

interested in the evaluation of therapy as they are in having someone

else judge the quaì.ity of their Iovemaking" (1974t92). If this

observation is at al1 accurate, it is suggested tha! a socio-structural

ana).ysi s is imperal ive.

Berger and Luckmann refer !o therapy (of which psychotherapy is bul

one form) and nihilation as examples of 'conceptual machineries of

universe naintenance' (19662112],. These tl¡o processes are used in

conjunc!ion to maintain lhe symbolic universe in the face of chalJ.enges

!o the laken for granted reality (Berger and Luckman, 1956). Àccording

to this perspective, 'reality' is a social construction which requires

ongoing legitimation to insure its maintenance. The justification and

maintenance of a given social order is problematic in light of the

inevitability of deviations from the definitíons of a taken for granted

reality. In shor!, conceptual machineries of universe maintenance

becone necessary when !he 'subjective' apprehension of reality is not in

accord with the 'intersubjective' definitions of reality. in terms of

the maintenance of social order, this incongruily must be correcLed (if

not eradicated) thereby preventing the objectivation of a competing

definition of real.ity. Therapy appears to be the preferred technique

(as opposed to force) for dealing with problems wilh the percep!ion of

reaJ.ity. Berger and Luckmann state !hat

therapy entails the application of conceptual machinery !o
ensure that actual or potential deviants stay within the
institutionalized definitions of reality. ... it does this by
apÞlvinq the leqitimatinq apparatus to individual g_a5g_g.,..
Since therapy nust concern itseLf rlith deviations from the
"official" -ãefinitions of reatiLv, l-t must aevetop-T' conceptual machinery to account for such. deviations and to
rnaintain the realities thus chaLlenged. This requires a body
of knollledge tha! includes a lheory of deviance, a diagnostic
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apparatus and a conceptual system for Lhe cure of souls
(1966t112-1'13, emphasis added ) .

This excerpt iLlustrates the dual function of therapy and nore

inportônt, suggests lhat a 'social ideoJ.ogy' is implicit in lhe

fornulation of therapeutic inLervention. At the micro 1eveJ.,

psychotherapy is presumed to reduce/aIlay subjective !ension by

re-eslabLishing in the individual the intersubjective definition of

reality. In this sense, it is not surprising that psychotherapy is

perceived as non-repressive and consensuaJ., or in some way liberating.

l.lhat is nol included in such a perception is that, at the macro level,

it is the intersubjective reality tha! is maintained above all others.

This can be seen to be a major form of social controL.

In Berger and Luckmann's terms:

successful therapy establishes a symnetry be!!reen the
conceptual machinery and its subjective appropriation in the
individuaL's consciousness; it resocializes the deviant inlo
lhe objective reality of the symbolic universe. There is of
course, considerable subjective satísfaction is such a return
to normalcy ( 1 957: 1 14 ) .

Consideration nust be given then to the communication of implicit

ideological nessages in the context of psychotherapy. That socia]

con!rol occurs in this process is evident in lhe contentíon that

official definitions of realiLy are Left unquestioned, rather, it is the

individual deviant's definition of reaLity that must be corrected, The

result of this is "that people who !alk about external factors are often

"projecting" and not facing up to !heir own "inner selves" (Gl.enn and

Kunnes, 1973220),

In the course of mainlaining social order, therapy must account for

the 'cause' of individual deviance. The social order is not a problem¡
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thus the search for causality is restricted to lhe individual. Becker

argues that wei

attríbute causaJ.ity partly depending on where we can intervene
in any system. What we call cause reflects our intention to
act and the poners we dispose of..,.the greater our powers and
the more conprehensive our intentions, lhe less narrow be our
altribution of "cause" (19641116, emphasis in original),

In the. case of the psycholherapist, s/he is granted the power to

int'ervene at the individual leve1, not the socio-structuraL leveL. If
it is assumed that a social order provides lhe best environment in which

to live, the mandate of therapy is reasonable and the search for causes

of deviance is by definilion appropriate. The search is restricLed to

causal factors r,,hich wiIl not undermine the accepled social order.

Despite this restricted power, the therapeutic agency could expand its
sphere of expertise, but it is likely that its activity would be

circumscribed in the interests of preserving its legitimacy, The

guestion is, for how long wouLd the staLe continue to sustain lhe

legitimacy of an instituLion rr,hich endeavored to delegitimate the social

order? clenn and Kunnes have observed that "in practice, professionat

activities designed to change the status quo are political and therefore

"unprofessional"; activities designed to strengthen the staÈus quo aref

of course, "nedical", or "neutral", or "professional" (1973t47),

The expansion of power/authority pursued by the psy-professions has

been confined to a substantial increase in the type and number of

behaviors to which diagnostic labels can be appLied (conpare the

Àrnerican Psychiatric Àssociation's DSM II and DSM III). Very few

attempts have been made to address the causal factors external to the

individual. It is suggested by sone psychotherapists lhat lhe social
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toorder may plây ô causal role, but it continues to be more pragmatic

restructure the individual rather than the society.

With regard to the search for causality, Becker further argues that

the l

psychiatrisb has had to seek cause þ the patient, because he
had nothing else to work with. He could not attack the r¡hole
family, much less the shole society, Therefore he looked for
chemicaL inbalance, brain damage, poor socialization
(1964:117).

The lendency has been to adopt the "exceptionalist" approach to the

causation of deviance. Regardless of one's professionaL affiliation
(eS, psychiatry, psychoì.ogy), from the exceptionalis! perspective "

abnornality is regarded as a disease which is located inside or as a

parl of the person" (Schutberg and Baker, 1975156). This can be

contrasted with the "universalistic" vielrpoint whereby problems are

deemed to be "inclusive rather than exclusive, public rather than

private and general rather than special" (Schulberg and Baker, 1975:56).

Às is eviden!, lhe latter perspecLive is potentially threatening to the

existing social order in the explicit call for an analysis of the social

structure.

Psychotherapy's ability !o engage in social control is facilitated by

the 'individualization of deviance' , The imp).icit and often explicit

message is that the social order is fine, it is you lhat is/has the

problem. In a discussion of Neqotiatino Realitv, Scheff (1968)

illustrates the individualization process in the interaction between a

psychiatrist and a 34-year oLd female ctient. The negotiaLion of

reality refers !o the "process of reconstructing past events for the

purpose of fixing responsibility" through the use of offers and
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responses (Scheff, 1968:87). In this example, the t{oman attempts to

define the problen as being externally generaLed. The psychiatrist,

however, sub!ly rejecls this definition of the siLuation and conLinues

to do so until the 'preferred' definition is offered. Scheff suggests

that:

after the patient has spent most of the interview blaming her
current difficulties on external circumstances, she tells the
therapis! a deep secret, about which she feels intensely
guilty. The patient, and not the husband is at fauLt. The
lherapís!'s tone and manner change abruptly. From being bored,
dislanl and rejecting, he becomes warm and solicitous...the
patient, not the husband is responsible (1968195).

This excerpt is significant lo the extent that it demonstrates that

psychotherapy can be evaluated on the levels of theory and practice.

While these are clearly not mutually exclusive categories, it can be

assumed lhat theory provides aD a priori framework within which

psychoLherapy proceeds. Put differently, if the theory assumes that the

individual is the source of the problern, then the product of the

negotiation of realíty should mirror this assumption. I,¡hat is lacking

in Scheff's analysis is a deterninalion of the theoretical perspective

underlying the therapist's purported rejection of the external

definition of the probJ.em.

That the naintenance of social order is facilitated by the

individualízation process may not be readily apparen!. ingleby's

argument requires restatement here, namely, thal people lend not to

accept their feelings as real, rather, they are perceived as "worrying

signs of illness" (1983:183). Consider the impJ-ication of defining

problems in living as caused by external circunstances at lhe macro

level. For exanple, if perceptions of the fanily structure as the
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problem tlere validatedr the implication is that there would be a call

for a corresponding change in that structure. The potentiâ1 for

significant socio-structural change has been creaLed. Whether this

potenlial will be realized is a separate issue, the potenLial exists

nonetheless.

Berger and Luckmann (1966) indicate, however, that officÍaI
definitions of reality are upheld and the individual is provided with

the only acceptable (available) soLutioni adjustment. It should be

noted that individualized definitions do not fall on deaf ears. À long

tradition of indíviduatization precedes the explanations of deviance

advanced by psychiatry. This is to say that at a cutlural level, we are

socialized to think in individualized terms. RareLy, if ever, is the

social order the unit of (psycho)analysis. It folLows that "the

productive power of the mental health professions thus lies in the

generation of schenas for self-misinterpretation" (tngJ.eby, 1983:183).

To the extent that psychotherapy fosters self-nisinterpretation, a

socio-slructural anaLysis becomes more compelling.

2,4 SIrl,0.fÀRY

PsychoLherapy has been conceptualized as a form of associative social

control which is subsumed within a Larger system of control !o which the

rnajority consents, or hegemony. Such consensual control is an

efficacious system for the maintenance of a given social. order to the

extent that social institutions foster the cognitive and affective

slructures which perpetuate it, and thus the use of force can be

minimized. Hegemony is effective in that fundamenlal socio-sEruet.ural

critique is excluded from the established mode of thought.
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In this context, psychotherapy serves a duaL function in social life.
0n lhe one hand, it attempts to ameliorate rnental instability, which has

been couched in the framework of aLLeviating the individuaL's subjective

distress. Àttempts to ameliorate such instability, on the other hand,

facilitate the snooth perpetuation of a given social formation. Àn

implicit ideological 
'nessage 

is communicated via the official
definitions of individual deviance. It is primariJ.y a message of social

maintenance. If psychotherapy is confined exclusively to the

alleviation of individualized subjective tension, it obstructs from vielr

the pLausible role of social structure in the devel.opmen! of that

tens ion.

It has been argued lhat to maintain social order psychotherapy must

define, diagnose, and altempt to cure deviance. Clearty, this requires

a conceptual framework which delineates normal human funcEioning in the

sense lhat the aim of therapy is to cure the deviant, or return him/her

to normalcy. It is further argued that to be 'normaf is to conform to

the rules/ norms which prescribe acceptable cognitive and behavioral

activity. The etiology of non-conformity must be understood in order to

both diagnose and effect cure, The preceding argument suggests that the

unit of analysis in accounting for the etiology of deviance is the

individuaL. It is not the social order that needs to be changed, rather

it is the individual rrho must adjust to the status quo,



Chapter III
METHODOLOGI CÀL FRÀlrfEWORt(

3.1 INTRODUCTION

Psychotherapy ättempts to shape or change human behavior by modifying

the cognitive and affective structures underlying subjective distress.

In so doing, i! must posit an hypothetical ideal, and by definition,

those factors lrhich detract from the realization of that ideal. In

order to overcorne the shortconings of the polemical analysis of this

issue, il is appropriate to delineate the ideal model tha! psychotherapy

uses as its standard. The primary objective of this study is to examine

theories of psychotherapy in order to explicate the a priori assumptions

which guide clinical practice. According to Pearson, donain assumptions

"are comnonLy one of the most powerful dimensions of a theoretical

construction; they are the crude resonances from shich the nore subtly

worked, but superficial, face of theory derives as nere harmonics"

(1975¡8-9). Psychotherapy must ansrler certain questions (either

implicitly or explicitLy). The purpose of this sludy is to reproduce

its answers to the following questions: Whal is norrnal?; What is the

appropriate unit of analysís in accounting for deviations from this

ideal?; and HoÌ, can these devialions best be ameliorated? These

questions will be clarified in the forthcoming 'Method' section.

-)9-
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3,2 T]IE DÀTÀ SOURCE

There are several approaches one might use to study the assunptions

that form the foundation of various theories of psychotherâpy,

inctuding: a) observation and anaJ.ysis of actual or recorded therapy

sessionsi b) interviews r,rith practi!íonersi and c) an analysis of

theoretical !exLs/training manuals for lhose entering the profession.

The lhird source was chosen for a number of reasons, An analysis of

psychotherapy sessions wouLd be probJ.enatic in view of such issues asl

confidentiality, access and detailed analysis of !he clients'

counselling history. Interviews $ith practitioners wouLd invoLve

J.engthy, time-consuming appointmen!s which míght inhibit their

cooperation. 0ne rnight hazard the guess that these practitioners wouLd

respond unfavorably !o a sludy which has conceptualized their practice

as a form of social conlrol, thereby decreasing the likelihood of their

individual participation and provision of access to actual psychotherapy

sessions. In keepíng with the objective of this study, a content

analysis of psychotherapy !exbs/manuals was the most direct and explicit

neLhod of reconstructing the logic (vs. logic-in-usef Kaplan, 1964:3) of

clinical practice. This was considered to be the appropriate starting

point for the study of psychotherapy in so far as theory guides

practice. Such texts/nanuals are attempts to codify, elaborate and

specify the assunìptions, approaches, techniques and goals of

psychoLherapy.

Seventeen faculty members of the Clinical Psychology and Psychiatry

graduate programs at the University of Manitoba h'ere contacted and

requested to furnish a list of five psychotherapy texts that are
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assigned for graduate courses in psychotherapy training (See appendix À

for the correspondence). 0f the thirty-seven texts that t.tere suggested,

twelve rr'ere selected for anaJ.ysis, and included the three dominant

perspectives in clinical practise (see appendix B for the list of texts

used in the study). The three 'seminal' approaches are psychoanaJ.ysis,

behaviorism and experienlial-humanism. Three texls from each

perspective were examined. The selection of texls r,ras not arbitrary or

random, but rather was based on theoretical concerns, For examp).e, the

three psychoanalyLic texts provided an intensive discussion of the

etiology of certain forms of deviance (Freud, 1936); a comprehensive

overview of psychoanalytic psychotherapy (Fromm-Reichman, 1950) ; and a

case study of one individual (Ba1int, 0rnstein and Balin!, 1972) , In

addition, three texts were ]isted by the ClinicaL Psychology and

PsychiaLry faculty that are not theories of psychotherapy per se (Fromm,

1941; Laing, 1969 and HalIeck, 1971). These texts were included in the

sampJ.e because they provided an indication of the range of theoretical

perspectives whích shape clinícaI training.

WhiLe this strategy for compiling a data source may represent a

biased approach, alternative attempls proved unsuccessful. For exarnple,

lhe University of Manitoba bookstores !rere requested !o provide a list
of required lexts for a number of graduate courses in lhese programs.

but the records onJ.y go back lhree years and since lhe courses nay not

be offered every year, the final list consisted of five books. Such a

small number of texts wouLd seriously undermine the scope of the present

analysis and could be considered more biased than the present sampJ.ing

scheme. In view of lhe purpose of this study, the clinicians themselves
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incan be seen as the nost appropriate source of suggested readings

psychotherapy.

J.J METHODOLOGY

The purpose of this study \,¡as to explore lheoretiçal answers to the

following questionsr What is normal?; Wha! is the appropriate unit of

analysis in accounlinq for deviations from this ideal?; and Horl can

these deviations best be aneliorated? The nost appropriate technique

for sLudying this research problem is content analysis which Zito

def i nes as:

a rnethodology by which lhe research seeks to determine the
nanifest content of written, spoken, or pubJ-ished
communication by systematic, objective and quantílative
analysi s (191522'1],,

This conceptualization of the method reslricts the analysis to the

quantifiable nanifest conten! of a communication. Budd, Thorp and

Donohew (1967) argue that this usage, by concentrating on the manifest

content, results in leaving unanst'ered the Iarger question of its
relation to olher variables. 1n addition to the nanifest content of

lheories of psychotherapy, this study intends also to provide a

contextual analysis. Às Holsti (1969) indicates, content analysis can

be used !o detec! patterns and regularities, which in turn, highlight

the importance of latent content. Àccordingly, Carney adopts the

following definition of content analysis:

any technique for making inferences by objective).y and
systenatically identifying specified characteristics of
nessages 11919:25\,

This formulation provides for a more fl.exible use of the nethod and

expands ils utility beyond an analysis of television, newspaper and

nagazine content.
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The search for pattern and consistency is presented by KapLan (1954)

as ân aLternative to a hypothetico-deductive approach (which woutd be

more compatible r¡ith manifest content analysis). Fol.J.owing Kaplan's

view of pattern explanation, !hen,

something is explained when it is so related to a set of other
elenents tha! logether they constitute a unified system. We

understand something by identifying it as a specific part in
an organ ized whole (1964¡333).

This approach to expLanation is consistent rlith Glaser and Sträuss's

(1967) articulation of the process of generating theory. In contrast to

conventional verification research, Glaser and Strauss (1967) argue that

for the purpose of discovering grounded theory, theoreticaL sarnpling

provides an alternative logic for reliabiJ.íty. Further, this approach

affords the anomaly a central role in confirming pattern vaLidity which

represents an a1!erna!ive logic of val.idity, PaLtern and consistency

are explained using the comparative method (Glaser and Strauss, 196'7),

r+hich, in the case of this study, rliII involve a comparison of theories.

If should be noted lhat the present sludy t,¡as not intended to

generate a theory of psychotherapy per se. Rather, lhe methodology

espoused by Glaser and Strauss (1967i cf., Glaser, 1978) facilitates the

emergence of the patlern from the data as opposed to pattern irnposition.

This analysis of psychotherapy texts did not involve a simple coding of

key words or phrases but rather a search for theoretical statements

which explicate the three primary questions asked in this sludy, and hor+

they are interlwined.
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3.4 MET¡IOD

À content analysis !¡as used to sbudy theories of psychotherapy !rith the

aim of analyzing key assumptions in order to reconsLruc! the logic

impJ.ied by those variants. Àn attempt l,Ìas made, then, lo reproduce

ansl,ters to the basic questions asked by this study. Again, the three

questions rlith rlhich lre are concerned are: What is normal?; What is the

appropríate unit of analysis in accounting for devialions from this

ideat?; and How can these deviations best be ameLiorated? ClearIy,

these are compJ.ex and interreLated questions that are no! amenable to

conventional operationalization. In the interest of clarity, however,

it is necessary first lo ou!Iine the questions more precisely, and

second to provide an explicit discussion of the content analysis was

c onduc t ed .

The question of what is normal human functioning might be be¡ter

posed, what is abnormal? That is, an explicit definition of normality

in and of ilself is virtually impossibJ.e to formulate, and thus is not

forthcoming rlithout reference to an abnormal counterpart. Consider, for

example, I,iebster's definitions of normal (excluding inanimate phenomena

of course) which incLude: "according with, constituting, or not

deviating from a norm, rule or principle; o.ccuring nalurally; of

relating !o, or characterized by average intelLigence or devel.opment;

and free from mental disorder" (1980:775). The point here is that r¡hãt

is normaì is relative to normsr ruLes or principles, or is characterized

by the absence of tha! whích constilules abnormal, such as a mental

disorder,
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By and Iarge, the task of determining what is normal, notllithstanding

explicit attempts at definition, would be one of inferring normalcy fron

descriptions of abnormality. For example, a phrase which describes an

individual as having distorted perception wouLd be the starting point

for understanding or defining accurate or normal perception.

Perception, however, is just one aspec! of human behavior. À

comprehensive definition of normality would reguire an examination of

aIl dimensions of human experience in order to construct a prof iJ.e

against which it can be assessed. This would undoubtedly be a

cumbersome, if not impossible task.

The question of what is normal was raised in this study in order to

reconstruct the goals of psychotherapy. Rather than attenpting to

delineate the characteristics of normality, the aim \,¡as to describe rlhat

psychotherapy attempts or intends to acconplish for the individual.

Definitions, descriptions, and discussions of nornality and abnormality

were examined to provide an outline of psychotherapeutic aspiralions.

These goals provide the contex! for the explanation and amelioration of

deviance. For example, accurate perception can be considered a goaJ. of

psychotherapy. Deviations from this idea] can be exp).ained in terms of

a lack of information, or an inability to use information which is

objectively available (t":artin, 1983). Àccordingly, the anretioration of

distorted perception proceeds by talking the person out of the

distortion by providing sufficient information or by helping him/her to

recognize and use information that is objectively available( Martin,

1983). The irnp).ication is that perception is at one and the same time,

a subjective and social phenomenon, which has subjective and social
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ramifications. The question of r,rhat is normal was raised as an attempt

to understand how subjective and social issues are incorporated into the

formulation of psychotherapeutic goals. Again, the questions raised by

this study are compJ.ex and interrelated, An understanding of the goals

of psychotherapy Has considered to be an appropriate starting point for

this analysis of psychotherapy in terms of their relationship to the

explanation and amelioralion of deviance. This question was answered by

exanining explicit discussions of normality and by making inferences

from definitions and descriptions of abnormal behavior or experience in

order to determine what psychotherapy !ries to achieve.

Deviance must be explained. The understanding of deviance and the

formulation of a corrective strategy cannot by achieved without an

account of its etiology. À unit of analysis must be delineated in order

!o understand the problem at hand and its concomitant remediation. It
can be argued that the unit of analysis with which to explain a

particular problem can range from the individual to the socío-structurâ1

formation. For example, alcoholism can be explained as a disease

located inside a person, or as a response to socio-structural conditions

such as povertyr racisn, unemp).oyment and so on. The manner in which

the issue of aLcoholism is lo be dealt with will depend significan!ì.y on

the unit of analysis that is used to account for the problem. If
alcoholism is conceptualized as a disease, the individual is/has the

problem and must be changed. Conversely, if alcoholism is understood as

resulting from social or socio-structural conditions, the irnplication is

that poverty, racism and unemployment must be eradicated, as opposed to

the individual' s di sease,
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Theories of psychotherapy must enploy a frame of reference, either

explicitLy or inrplicitly, in order to define and discuss deviance (or

normality), The etiology of fear or anxiety can be conceptualized in

individual, interpersonal or socio-structural lerns. It is clear that

these analytical categories are interrelated, but the formulation of

psychotherapeutic .intervention denands the identification of appropriate

targets for ihange. More specificalJ.y, fear or anxiety associated with

sex or anger may be understood by recons!ructing the individual's prior

learning history (Martin, 1983). It would seen that such learning

cannot be unders!ood apart from normative expectations concerning the

appropriate expression of sexuality or anger. One problem tha! arises

is determining the parameters of abnormal fear or anxiety (i.e. tlhal is

normal?). It is untenable to assune that humans can pass through Iife
entirely free of fear or anxiety. The question is when does fear or

anxiety require corrective trealment? In one view¡

we all have problems lhat would be called neurotic if they
caused enough troubLe for us and/or those around us, the poinl
at which "enough trouble" begins is arbitrary and ís based on
individual circumstances and even cultural norms (Martin,
1983:233 ) .

What is significant in this fornulation is the enphasis placed on

'individual circumstances' as opposed to 'cuIturaI norns' as !he unit of

analysis in accounting for lhe problen. While the problem of the

individual is understood in a social context, the individual remains the

unit of analysis. That is, cultural norms may precipitate the

development of !ear or anxieLy but neither the norrnsr or their

transmission through social interaction are considered to be

problenatic, Rather, t.he norms are !aken for granted and the task is Eo

rid the individuat or his/her fear or anxiety, The purpose of this
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discussion is to specify r+ith greater precision the questions raised in

this study. It wouLd be premature at this point to proceed further with

a theoretical analysis. Suffice it to say lhat the second question was

addressed in theories of psychotherapy by rnaterial in which a problem is

defined in relation to individual, interpersonal or socio-structural

circumstances.

The underslanding of what a problenr is and hotl it deveJ.ops,

permi!s,/structures the formulation of a stra!egy to get rid of it. The

guestion, then, rvas how can these problens best be aneliorated? Efforts

to correct or solve a problem can range from changing the individual !o

transforming the social. structure. The unit of analysis that is

delineaLed for understanding the etiology of a problem is directly

related to the effort to aneliorate it. llhile it is not appropriate at

this point to provide a delailed discussion of psychotherapy in

practice, it can be stated that answers to the third question raised in

fhis study were explicitly embodied in the techniques espoused by the

theory of psycholherapy. For example, the behaviorist approach employs

a variety of slrategies for modifying human behavior. Àn attempt tlas

rnade, then, to reconstruct an outline of the theory of practice.

The three questions raised by this study âre fundamental to

psychotherapy, and are demonstrablly interrelated. Psychotherapy must

formulate goals and explícaLe the etiology of deviance in order to

conceptualize a strategy that rlill facilitale the realizalion of ifs
goals. This study attempted to highlight and then, compare and contrast

key assumptíons underlying different psychotherapies by conducting a

conlenl anaLysis of theoretical texts.
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The twelve texts selected for this study were read four Eimes in

order to insure that they rlere thoroughly examined. A face sheet was

prepared for each text on l¡hích to record the pages lhat contained a

discussion of lhe three questions raised by this study (see appendix C),

This was analogous to preparing a subject index for each text lhat

listed page references for discussions of the probl.em of normaJ.ity,

explanalions of deviance, and methods for ameliorating i!. These pages

were al.so marked with paper flags with the question number(s) indicated

on them to facilitate the analysis of the text, These fLags highlighted

the material directly relevant to an examination of, for example,

normalíty and the goals of psychotherapy. The arguments of other

theorists were included as part of the text when cited in support of the

perspective perspective espoused by the author. These argument.s or

discussions r+ere excLuded when the author simply cited a contrasting

view or provided a critique of the alternalive view,

In lhe initial readings, there lias no attempt nade to quan!ify or

otherwise code or categorize the texts other than to identify the

malerial pertinent to the three focal . questions. À rigid

operationalization of the questions, or the imposition of a coding

schene would have obstructed the emergence of psychotherapy's or,rn ansr,rer

!o these questions, Space was provided on the face sheet, however, to

make initial observa!ions on potential issues for the analysis dnd

discussion. Using the subject índex as a 9uide, detailed notes !¡ere

taken from each text in order to record the fundamenlal assumptions and

theoretical stâlements made by the aulhors with reference to lhe

questions raised by the study. These notes provided the eonlent of
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psychotherapeutic t.heory that l'as anaLyzed and the texts Ì¡ere repeatedLy

consulted to retain the context of the discussion. Each question was

examined separately despite the degree to llhich they are interrelated.

The conlent of the texts was exanined for pattern and consistency !¡ithin

and betI,,een texts as well as perspectives. Dis!inctions bettIeen schools

of psychotherapy r,¡ere relevant only when the analysis !urned to the

amelioration of deviance. The problem of normality or the goaJ.s of

psychotherapy are conceptuaJ.ized in comparable !erms by all of the

perspectives. Similarly, a1l of the perspectives employ explanations of

deviance !hat range from !he individual to the socio-structural unit of

analysis. The specific manner in which deviance is ameliorated,

however, dif fered signif icantly.

As the patterns energed, quotations were selected which sould best

exemplify or clarify the characteris!ic elements of t.he theorelical

formuLation. These exarnp).es nay not be representative in a statistical

sense, but rather were selected purposively for their ability to

illustrate the issues. Inconsistencies and gaps in the assunptions were

idenlified and an effort rlas made to syslematicalLy integrate naterial

which explained lhe inconsistency or bridged the gap. 0n lhe basis of

this nethod, anal.ytical categories emerged which explicated the focal

concerns of Èhe study. When all of the categories and illustrations

thereof were exhausted, the essence of psycholherapeutic theory rlas

discussed. FinalIy, a lheoretical analysis attempted to evaluate the

argument thal psychotherapy is a form of social controL,



Chapter Iv

THE PROBLEI,I OF NORT.{ÀLITY

4,1 INTRODUCTION

The content of theories of psycholherapy are analyzed in this chapter

as a method for assessing the argument that psycholherapy is a form of

social control . Psychotherapy texLs have been content analyzed with

specific reference to the issues of what is nornal and how deviance is

explained and aneliorated. These questions provide lhe focus for

outlining the conceptual and practical parameters Hithin which

psychotherapy occurs. WhiIe the questions undoubtedly overlap, in the

interest of clarity, the discussion has been organized into three

chapters in order lo explicate fuIly the implications of the

psyc hothe rapeut i c framework, In the present chapter, lhe problern of

normalily will be discussed, While four theoretical perspectives can be

delineated, it is not the purpose of this study to evaluate the extent

to which particular approaches to psychotherapy do or do not constitule

a form of social controÌ. RaLher, the ain is to provide an analysis of

how a social order may be maintained by a therapeutic programme such as

contractual psychoLherapy. If is assumed that psychotherapy can be

conceptualized in its various forms as a general system of treatment.

This requires the inclusion of the different approaches to psychotherapy

so that an adequate range of these theoretícal forrnulations are

considered.

41
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4,2 DEFINING NORI{ÀLITY

Human behavior can only be understood in a socíal context. To say

thal an individual, or his/her behavior, is normal indicates an

evaluation of the behavior vith reference to a given set of standards.

In this particular case, the issue that nust be addressed is what is

normal? More specifical-ly, the question is what is fhe ideal that

psycholherâpy atlempts to achieve? tt is clear that 'normal' does not

exist in and of itsel-f, but rather is a social construction. The !ask

at hand, then, is to explore the characterístics of normality.2 This

probJ.em seems best approached by defining abnormality and inferring

nornality in the absence of indicators of the former. ln addition to

this method, attenpts have also bêen made to provide explicit

definitions of the characteristics of normality (for example, Martin,

1983; Rogers, 1959; Haì1eck, 1971; Fromn, '1 965). The purpose of this

discussion of tihal is normal is to provide a focus for assessing whether

psychotherapy acts as a form of associative social control . No attenpt

wiLl be made to determine wha! one has to be, display or possess to

qualify as normal. Rather, the guestion is what does psychotherapy try

to accornplish? It is only lhrough a consideralion of how normality can

be defined that the purpose of psychotherapy can be assessed.

2 This ques!ion rlas originally formulated such that it demanded the
specification of an equation for normality. That is, the ans$ler to the
quesLion what is normal would have had to suggest that a given degree
of À+B+c+... Z = NoRMAL. Às one astule observer put it, "That's
J.ike trying to naiì. jeI3.y to the r¡a11". 0ne must concur with this
slatement because human behavior is simply too complex for one to be
able to reduce it donn to an additive linear eguation. The question
is stilI raised here because it provides an important discussion of
the aim of contractual psychotherapy.
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The argument that psychotherapy is a form of social control contends

that being normal constitutes confornity to the expectations (including

subjective experience and social performance) of the group with

individuality being circumscribed by lhose expectalions. 0ne lray to

define normal then is from the perspective of the group, Norma1 might

also be conceptualized from lhe perspective of the individual's

subjective experience, There are two broad dimensions of human behavior

that are delineated in theories of psychotherapy which represent the

goaJ.s it tries !o achieve. The first focuses on lhe individuaL and

his/her subjective perception of, and experience in, the l¡orld, The

second emphasizes !he social performance or functioning of the

individual in the various roles and relationships in which s/he is
involved. According to F r omm:

the term normal. or healthy can be defined in !wo rlays.
Firs!ly, from the standpoint of a functioning society, one can
call a person normal or heaLthy if he is able to fulfill the
social role Is] he is to take in that given society. I'tore
concretely, lhis means thal he is able to work in the fashion
rlhich is required in that particular society, and furthermore
that he is able to participate ín the reproduction of socie!y,
that is, that he can raise a family. Secondly, from the
slandpoint of the indivídua1, we look upon healbh or normalcy
as the optinum of growth and happiness of the individual...The
Iformer] is governed by sociat necessities, lhe IIatterl by
values and norms concerning the aim of individual existence
(196s:159-160).

These lwo major dimensions of human reality are central to the problem

of defining normality. While none of the !exts that were considered

reLied exclusively on one or the other of these stândpoints, differences

in ernpha se s were observed,

For example, Martin defines the effective person as one who possesses

or di splays:
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a quiet sense of personal worth; autonomy, and a sense of
competence; accurate, full openness to feelings and thoughts;
and the capacity to be intimate (1983:90).

Àlthough elemen¡s of bolh views are present in this definition, it is

argued that a greater emphasis is placed on the individuaJ.'s subjective

experience rather than social performance. Similarly, Rogers contends

tha I r

optirnal psychological adjustment exists Hhen the concept of
self is such that all experiences are or may be assimilated on
a synbolic Ievel into the gestalt of the self-structure... Ilt]
is thus synonymous wilh complete congruence of self and
experience, or complete openness to experience (1959:205).

In addition, the fully functioning person "will have no conditions of

worth" (Rogers, 1959:235): experience will be valued because it

enhances the individual in and of itself, as opposed to winning the

positive regard of significant others (Rogers, 1959:209), This emphasis

does not mean, however, the the fuLly functioning individual can exist

independent of others, rather, "he wilL live with others in the naximum

possible harnony ..." (Rogers, 1959:235). This presupposes the group is

comprised of other similarJ.y fully functioning persons.

It is untenable to assume lhat a society could exist that r¡as devoid

of criteria for eva).uating ils mernbers, or of structures r¡hich limit

individuals' experiential worLd. To be sure, as Rogers (1959)

acknowledges, assessing onel s worth or competence, requires, the

exislence of an audience which contributes to the outcome of such an

assessment. SimilarIy, one may be capable of intimacy but it can only

be achieved in interaction r¡ith others, For the f ulJ.y functioning

pers0n:

satisfying Iiving consists, noE in a life without problems,
but a Life with a unified purpose and a basic self-confidence
which give satisfaction in lhe continual attack upon problens
(Rogers, 194222181 ,



What appears to be important then, is that the individuaL is able

meet the chalLenge of Iife !rith some degree of independence from

expectations of olhers and with subjective satisfaction.

Às stated by Fromm-Reichmann:

emotional difficuLties in living are difficulties . in
interpersonal relationships; and a person is not enotionally
hampered, that is, he is nenlally healthy !o the extent he is
abLe to be aware of, and therefore !o handle his interpersonal
relalionships (1950:xiv).

These overt reJ.ationships with other people are crucial in terms of the

individual's:

ability to reach out for and to find fulfillnent of hís needs
for satisfaction and security, as far as they can be altained
without interfering with the law or the needs of his
fellov-man (Fromn-Riechmann, 1950:34 ) .

This theorist incorporates both the standpoint of the individual and the

group in conceptualizing normal human behavior. However, !o feel

secure I for example:

means the fulfillment of a person's wishes for prestige, that
is, acceplance by and the respect of society as well as the
achievement of self-respect (Fromm-Reichmann, 1950¡9).

The implication i.s that it is only through overt relations with others

that lhe individuaL can futfill his/her goals or needs, in this case,

security. The subjective dimension of human behavior faciLitates or

hinders overt social relations and vice versa. Thus, the emphasis has

been placed upon observable interpersonal relationships. This

represents a shift away from the subjective appraisal of experience

tonard an evaluation of one's performance in relation to others. Àgain,

the fulfillment of one's need for satisfaction and security, requires,

at least in part, adequate interpersonal skills. While Fromm-Reichmann

is critical of psyc hotheraput i c praclice }¡hose goal is to "cure symptoms

45
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and effect social. recoveries" (1950:x), she also argues that those rlho

experience difficuLties in Iiving rnust make "some degree of cultural

adjustnent" (1950:33). This would seem to sugges! that social

performance is to some extent more inportant than subjecLive

satisfaction. That is, subjective satisfacLion can only be realized in

relat ions r¡ith others.

We have yet to establish what is normal, except in the generaJ. sense

of lhe subjective satisfaction of the individual on one hand, and the

neeling of social requirements, on the other. The ques!ion that arises

is rlhich of these tno dimensions is more saLient in lhe definition of

normal human behavior. Psychotherapy attempts !o nake people feel

betler whích presumably. will foster belter behavior. It would be useful

at this point, however, to consider how abnormal behavior is defined.

Àccording to Mar!ín and Pear:

the point at which a par!icular behavior is considered
deficient, excessive, or inappropriate is determined primariJ.y
by the practices in the culture and by the desires, wishes,
and ethical views of concerned individuals (1978: 10 ) .

Fur the rmor e i

the sociaL context is also important in deterrnining whether a
given behavior is regarded as deviant. Abnornal behavior is
inferred from the degree to which behavior deviates from
social norms. Because social norms vary across cultures and
across groups and settíngs rtithin a given culture, it is
difficult lo posit objective criteria for abnornal behavior
(Cra i ghead'et al., 1981r107),

The first step that can be taken is to restate the argument in terms of

normal behavior. That is, aLl behavior ís evaluated in terms of cultural

rules. Thus, the 'objective' basis for evaluating behavior is the

particuJ.ar norms and contexts within which it occurs. Therefore, it can
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be argued that normaL behavior is inferred from the degree to tlhich

behavior conforms !o a given set of social norms. llhile it is clear

thât human existence can be assessed subjectively as r¡ell as from an

externaL frame of reference, "the val.ues of the individuaL Ior group]

who evaluates behavior play a major role in de!errnining wheLher il is

nornaL or deviant" (Craighead et a1., 19811170). In the final analysis,

those values are derived f rorn the group (Berger and Luckmann, 1966).

That is, boLh standpoints from rlhich behavior is defined are sociaL.

Whether it is a subjective or an external evalualion, the rules are

derived from the group, and thus, are socially constructed.

In Freud's discussion of The Problem of Ànxiety (1936), it is cLear

tha! human existence can be, at one and the same time, experienced

internally and observed externally. For exampJ.el

inhibition ín the field of occupation is evidenced in
diminished pLeasure at rlork, or in its poor execution, or in
such reactive manifestations as fatigue (vertigo, voniting) if
the subject forces himseLf to go on working. Hysleria compels
the suspension of work by producing para).ysis of organs and
functions, the existence of which is incompatibJ.e rrith the
carrying on of t,ork. The compulsion neurosis inlerferes !rith
work by a continuous distraction of the attention and by loss
of !ime in the form of procrastination an repetition
(1936r14).

t.lhat is emphasized in this quotation is overt role performance,

Persistent physical iLlness or disability as well uå inadequate

performance, for which there is no obvious organic or other reasonable

explanation, presunably signal subjective difficulty. Even though the

subject's diminished pleasure in work is nentioned, it appears only to

be significant lo the extent that it manifests itself in the subject's

behavior.
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In keeping t,rith the focus of this inquiry, it is importan! to note

that lhe individual nay idenlify his/her experience of diminished

pJ.easure in r¡ork as problematic, in addition to, or independent of

exlernal evaluation. In fact, social performance may be acceptable to

the observer, independent of the lndividual's experience of diminished

pleasure in work. This can be understood in terms of the cultural

definilions of what one should think about the lray one feels. Tha! is,

the culture has laught us lhat our subjective experience may affect

overt behavior. 0r, as Fromm argues:

in our society emotions in general are discouraged. While
there can be no doubt that any creative thinking -- as well as
âny olher creative activity -- is inseparably linked llith
emotion, it has becone an ideal to lhink and live without
emotions. To be 'emotional' has become synonymous with being
unsound or unbalanced (19651270) .

Again, the group provides !he criteria against which subjective

experíence and social performance are compared.

Tr+o problems have energed. 0n one hand, the individual may determine

that his/her subjective experience or over! performance is unacceptable

and voluntarily avaiL hin/herself of psychotherapy, On the other hand,

an external evaluation of behavior may render the person a candidate for

psychotherapy, insofar as the behavior is inexplicable to the observer.

it is suggested that the decision to enter contractual psychotherapy mãy

result fron either, but, given the complexity of human behavior, it is

probably an interaction betseen the two, In any event, a sel of

normative expectations, however nebulous, govern both the subjective

apprehension of experience and its external evalualion.
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Àll dimensions of human behavior (physical, emotional, cognitive, and

interpersonal) are involved in assessing normality. These processes

interact wíth each other !hus making it difficult to differen!iate

physical action from cognitive, emolional, or interpersonal activity and

so on. Sexual behavior, for example, has certain physical requirements,

but it aLso has cognitive, enotional, and inlerpersonal dimensions.

Simply put, sex is more than a physical activity. Ànxiety. to take

another exanple, is generalJ.y described as an internal emotional state,

but it also has physical manifestations that may effect or resul! from

an individual's thinking or interpersonal relationships. Àlthough

distincLions can be drawn behieen these aspects of hunan behavior, it is

important to note that in the analysis of a given phenonenon the

dislinclions disappear. In the psychotherapy lexts, two aspects of

behavior, namely, how lhe individual feels and/or acts, dominate the

definitions of probJ.ernatic experience. Moreover , one' s

experience/performance as a social ac!or is the measuring stick against

which normalcy is assessed

The most conmon descriptions and explanalions for a person being in

psychotherapy involve the individual's emotional state. In general

termsf an individual may experience painful emotions or suffer great

enotional difficulties. More specifícaIIy, anxiely, depression, fear,

panic, despondence, unhappiness, despair, guilt, Ioneliness, Iow

self-esteem, insecurity, to name a few, are among the emotions that are

taken as indices of the need for psychotherapy. These emotions become

particularly problematic insofar as they affect one's ability to think,

ac|, anð/or interact with others,
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In every psychotherapy text examined, for example, the experience of

anxiety surfaces as either a cornplaint or an explanation for particuLar

behavior. WhiJ.e anxiety is experienced by all people, at one !ime or

another:

an individual r¡hose arousal is too high before and during,
lfor exampleJ, an academic exarnination or may experience
physical discomfort and drârl a blank when attempting to ans\,¡er
a test question or think of conversation topics. Such
experiences may mâke future tests or dates even nore
stressful, thus adding to the discomfort and further
disrupting perfornance (Craighead et a1., 19811208).

This excerpt includes both the subjective experience (discornfort) and an

external observation (disruption of performance). Either of these

experiences or observa!ions may signal a problem.

Ànxiety has also been investigated in terms of its presumed effect on

sexual functioning, locomotion and eating, in addition to the previous

example of occupatíonal perfornance (f'reud, 1935). In Freud's analysis,

anxiety may inhibit, that is, simpLy reduce the function Ii.e. behavior]

or may manifest itself as a "symptom when i! is a questÍon of an unusual

alteration or a nerr, modality thereof" (1936:11). Taking sexuaJ.ity as an

exanple, anxiety may resull in t.he "non-occurrence of the pleasure of

orgasn" or may inhibit the physical dimensions of executing the ac! (eg.

"absence of physical preparedness, non-erectability") (Freud, 1936:12).

Whether anxiety is the effect of engaging in certain behaviors or

affects behavioral performance, what is at issue is the relatíonship

betrieen emotion, thought, and action. Àccording to Crâi9head, et al.:

a certain degree of arousal or activation is a prerequisite to
adequãle everyday functioning; a totalLy non-aroused person
would be in a cona lwenty-four hours a day. Holrever, too much
activation can also be debilitating; when response patterns
referred to collectively as anxiety reach high levels of
intensity, frequency, duration, and generality, the individual
and those around him or her experience severe discomfort, and
disruplion of adaptive behavior occurs (1981:208).
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NormaI arousal or anxiety, then, underscores human action, When it
registers as discomfort for the individual or others and effects

adaptive behavior it is abnormal, It is impossible , however, to

designate a discomfort threshold which distinguishes normal arousal from

abnormal anxiety.

4.3 DISCUSSION

Contractual psychotherapy nust have a goal or a set of goals thal

orient the process, The preceding discussion suggests that the goals of

psychotherapy are to help the individual feel better and/or perform

better than what is currently experienced or observed. The parameters

of abnormalíty, however, are nebulous. That is, it is impossibLe to

distinguish with any degree of analytical specificity when experience or

performance falls within lhe category of normal. This can be contrasted

r+ith definitions of criminal behavior which clear).y denarcate

unacceptable behavior, and dislinguish between the criminal and the

non-crininal. In the case of psychotherapy, this type of analytical

specification is absent. The ambiguity of the concept of normality

renders every individual a potential candidaLe for psychoLherapy.

The nebulous character of normality can be seen as an essential

feature of psychotherapy as an associative social controL programne.

ÀlI human beings experience subjec!ive distress and disruptions to

social performance throughout their lifespan. If subjective disLress

and disruptions to social performance are cullurally defined as

problematic in general terms, and specifically as Ehe signs of illness

(In9teby, 1983), then psychotherapy can be construed as an integral part
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of individual and social Life,3 The religious paratlel of this is

confession in the Catholic tradition. The vietl is that sin is inherent

in human existence. Sinning is inevitable and thus regular confession

is essential to absolve oneself of the guilt (subjective dis!ress)

associated Hith sin, which also encourages the avoidance of furLher

sinfuL acLivity and, ultimately, purgatory. The problem of sín pervades

human activity and thus no one is exenpt from confession. Subjeclive

distress and inadequate social performance are similarly common in human

life. In addition, confession can be seen as serving both a corrective

(guilt expiation) and preventative function (avoidance of purgatory).

Psychotherapy attempts to alleviate subjective distress and inprove

social performance, which have been assumed to presage, or culminate in

insanity if unlreaLed (Àrmstrong, 1983),

The goals of psychotherapy are not problematic in so far as it is

desirable for the individual to feel and perform we}l. They become

objeclionable, however, to the extent that in explaining and

ameliorating deviance, a given social order is maintained by

explanations and ameliorative strategies which identify -the individual

as the source of the problem and thus the focus for change. The

critical issues that arise in assessing the argument that psychotherapy

assists in the maintenance of social order are; hor¡ are subjeclive

distress and inadequale social performances explained, and in what way

are rhey best ameliorated. The argument is that individualized

explanation and amelioralion obscures the features of the social order

3 During the preparation of this t.hesis, the researcher noted t.hat
privale psychotherapy/counselling centers in the United States have
begun to advertise their services on television. The message is that
we all could benefit f rorn psychoLherapy.
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which may play a significant role in the developnent of subjective

distress and disruption of sociaL performance. Before deviance can be

corrected, it must be explained. The unit of analysis that is employed

to explain deviance, wiI1, by definition, shape the strategy that is

developed to correct it. It is to these uniLs of analysis that this

discuss ion no!¡ turns.



ChapLer v

EXPLÀINING DEVIÀNCE

5.1 INTRODUCTION

Human behavior is always explained from a particular frarne of

refe¡ence. In the preceding chapter it !ras noted that all human

activi!y is shaped by, devel.ops and occurs in, a social context, and

cannot be understood apar! from lhis reality. This broad perspective

represents a starting point for the study of human existence, and can be

broken down into the following three units of analysis: the individuaJ.;

the interpersonali and the socio-structural. this is the pattern that

was observed in theories of psychotherapy. In combination, the study of

these dimensions of a social environment would provide a conprehensive

understanding of the factors affecting human aclion. SeparateLy, they

can only explain their particular influence on the subject of inquiry.

The problem at hand is to outline these units of analysis with specific

reference to the expLanation of deviation from the normaLive order. In

shortì from which frame of reference is devíance, and !he etiology

thereof, explained in lheories of psychotherapy?

Before proceeding with this task,

categories are no! mutually exclusive,

provide a contribution to understanding

general, and necessarily overlap, For

it should be noted that these

À11 three frames of reference

deviance, or hunan behavior in

example, sexuality is at onë and

-54-
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the same time, an individual, interpersonal, and a socio-structural

phenomenon. Àttitudes torlards sex, though often individualized, are

shaped by interpersonaL relationships, both of r¡hich are socially

structured (eg. heterosexual monogamy ) . For our purposes, l¡hat is

significant is the relaLionship bellreen the frane of reference from

lrhicb the eliology of deviance emerges and the concomitant strategy for

ameliorating Ehat deviance. For analylical purposes, then, it is

necessary to drav dislinctions betneen the individual, interpersonal,

and socio-structural units of analysis. This section wiÌ1 present

illuslraLions of the unit of analysis used to explain lhe problems

presented by persons in psychotherapy.

5,2 THE INDIVIDUÀL

The individual unit of analysis identifies the individual as the

source of the problen and incLudes a consideration of the role of

biological and subjective factors in the explanation of deviance. The

word psychotherapy itself focuses the inquiry on the psychological

dinensions of individual human existence, so it is not surprising that

the ernphasis in psyc hoLhe rapeu! i c theory is placed on individual.ized

traits and internal processes. ¿ Specifically, it is apparent that, with

the exceptíon of biological issues, cognilive and affective processes

represent the common denominator in providing the means by which

feelings and behaviors are altered. It is beyond the scope of this

4 ÀIthough the presentation of the material suggests !ha! the theorist
employs one unit of analysis, as stated at the outset, this is no! lhe
case. Freud (1935), for exanple, also addresses social issues in
accounting for phobias. I.rhat is the superego, if not the internalized
represenlation of external rules?
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thesis to consider the biology of behavior as a distínct topic. Suffice

it lo say that within the confines of contractuaL psychotherapy, it is

assumed that physiologicaL intervention is used in conjunction !rith the

explora!ion and change of what a person thinks or feeLs.

Àn individualized approach to explaining deviance employs such

concepts as¡ castration anxiety, excessive eroticizalíon, the oedipus

complex (Freud, 1936), sublimated homosexuaJ.ity (galint et aI., 1972|) ,

distortedperceplions, internal conflict (Martin, 1983), irrational

thoughts and feelings, Ínadequate problem-solving skiIIs (Martin and

Pear, 1978i Craighead et al. , 1981 ) , which have been deveJ.oped !o

account for such problerns as phobias, anxiety, depression, inappropriaLe

behavior, and so on.s what is common among such explanalory concepts is

the enrphasis placed on processes internal !o lhe indivíduaI.

BaLint et al. 11972], , present an intensive case study of a person

named Mr. Baker, who, among other things, l¡as experiencing marital

difficulties. Àlthough this is an interpersonal reLationship, Mr. Baker

has entered psycholherapy aIone, and thus the following excerpt

illustrates the use of the individual himself as the unit of analysis:

He then tlenl back to his ruminations about Farah 'pretending'(a) to him that she had never had any doubt that she loved
him; and (b) to James that she was in love t{ith him and agreed
to call him 'darling'. Again a Iong rumination followed which
rras stopped by rny pointing out that it would be impossible to
get a proper answer to his problems from outside. The problem
l¡e have to solve is 'wha! is he after', rwhat has he got under

Inconsistencies in the use of the concep!s and IabeIs will emerge in
the discussion that folLows. For exâmple, the term paranoia is usually
used as a label for unacceptable behavior. 1t is also used, however,
as an explanation, at least in part, for marital difficuLties (cf.
Balint et al., 1972), Similarly, anxiety nay be designated as a
problem (Craighead et al., 1981), but rnay also be used as an
explanation of problematic behavior (t¡artin, 1983).
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his skin' (¡aIint et a1., 1972t85], ,

It is explicitly suggested that it is what is inside the individual that

underscores the difficulties. Such internal processes mentioned include,

for example: "a particuJ.ar iLlness being kept precariously under controL

through obsessional character defenses" (satint et a1., 19'72t104) and,

"subtimated homosexuality" (saLint et al., 1972t85). That Mr, Baker's

in!ernal processes are vieried as the source of the probJ.em is further

evidenced by the therapist lrying to shorl lhe spouse "in what way she

could perhaps avoid colluding with her husband's illness" (¡alint et

al., 197224), v¡hiIe this also sugges!s that the interpersonal

relationship 1,larrants consideration, the marital difficuLties are

explained prirnarily by Mr, Baker's subjective difficuLty.

From a similar perspective, the following explanation of delusions is

prov ided:

Delusions originate in the realm of lhought processes,..They
are, a! least partly, beliefs or interpretations of facts
independent of the actual meaning of these facts. That is,
they are false beliefs and false interpretations and
exaggerations of facts which are the unrecognized expression
of repressed or dissocialed material, . .Persecut.ory ideas are
delusions of being persecutedf most of the tíne, unknown to
the pa!ient, because of unacceptable inner inpulses.
Responsibility and blame for lhen are passed on to the alJ.eged
pe r sec ut.or (Fromm-Reichmann, 1950r175).

ClearJ.y, feeJ.ing persecuted is interpreted primarily as an internal

cognitive problen, precipit.at.ed by "unacceptabLe inner impulses", about

which the client has Little arlareness.

To take another example, a fear of horses might be explained by the

castraLion anxiety arising out of .an unresolved oedipus complex (Freud,

1936). Zoophobia, in this case, is defined in this way:
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The unínteIIigibIe fear of horses is the symptom, the
inability to go out oD the street is an inhibition, a
restriction, which the ego inposes on itseLf in order not to
arouse anxiety (r'reud, 1936t29\.

The following expLanation is provided:

Ithe ciient] finds himself in the jealous and hostile oedipus
complex âttitude to his father, whom, however, insofar as his
mother does not enter into the picture as the cause of
dissension, he Loves devotedly. Thus v¡e have a conflict
springing from ambivalence -- a firmly founded love and a not
less justified hatred, both directed at lhe same person. His
phobia must be an attempt to resolve this conflict (Freud,
1936:30).

The symptom, that is the fear of horses, presumably masks the "fear of

revenge or retaLiation on the part of the Itather] , that a state of

anxiety in relation to him would be engendered" (rreud, 1936¡31) it tne

individual were to act on "the jealous and hostile oedipus a!titude"

toward hin (nreud, 1936:30). The source of the problem in this example

then, is internal to the individual, The impJ.ication is that the phobia

can only be eliminated through the successful resolution of the oedipus

complex r an internaL problem.

Às a final illustration, Martin's discussion of anxiety-based

problems suggest tha!!

foolish, self-defeating behavior seens to foIlow from
distorted beliefs about others and about himself...this is
largely because so much of lhe information needed for problem
soLving and living well is distorted or even not used by the
person at all -- no! because the informalion isn't available
to be seen and used, but because the person is unable to use
ít...this is partly the result of anxiety; internal processes
such as thoughts and feelings are so threatening that they are
avoided one rlay or another, and this avoidanie behavior
becones habituaL and persistent, since it works so well to
reduce the intense discomfort of anxiety (1983:73-74).

In order !o avoid anxiety then, ¡he individual may subjectively distort

infornalion or be unable to use it., r.liLh the result of self-defeating
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behavior. Ànxiety underlies the cognitive disLortions which underlie

foolish behavior. Those processes inlernal to the individual are

emphasized. In short, an emotion (anxiety) interferes rlith the

processing of information (cognition), which inlerferes with behavior.

Con ve r se Iy r

Àlbert Ellis' (1962) rational enotive therapy, assumes lhat
psychological disorders derive from irrational patterns in
thinking.,.EIlis maintains that a variety of specific
irrational ideas may cause and mainLain naladaplive
behavior...thought patterns are responsibLe for most probJ.erns
in everyday experience. The actual events that one
encounters, such as rejection by a ).oved one, are not
lhernselves lraumatic except insofar as one's assumptions,
ideas, and interpretations of them make them catas!rophic
(Craighead et aI., 1981r150-151; emphasis in original).

In this case, irrational cognitive processes may precipitate, for

example, anxiety. In either case, however, what is occurring is inside

the individual is used to explain what is observed.

5.3 THE SOCIO-INTERPERSONÀL I'NIT OF ÀNÀTYSIS

À view of deviance from an interpersonal frame of reference, in

contrast, explains the behavior in question as emerging out of social

intèraction among spouses, family members, co-workers, friends, and so

on. The focus is upon relations in social groups. The analysis proceeds

then, by situating the individual nithin the context of these

interpersonal reLationships in order to explore their effect upon

individual behavior. In short, the process of social interaction is

viewed as underlying an individual's behavior. For example, "a parent

may openly abuse or reject his child, or an employer may single out a

given employee as a target for harassment or persecution", bolh of which

rnay "lead to behavior that the índívidual himself and much of the
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society vierl as inappropriaLe" (HalIeck, 1971t23lr. While this does not

exempt the individual from responsibility for his/her behavior, it
shifts the focus to the group in accounting for its menbers' behaviors,

Àccording to taing (1969:31), "one nay see Ithe indíviduat's] behavior

as'signs'of disease; Ior] one may see his behavior as expressive of

his existence". The ]atler clearJ.y expands the analysis beyond lhe

internal peculiarity of the individual to include the inLerpersonal

process, or one's "being in the world" (Lain9, 1969:19).

The interpersonal perspective may provide either a developmental or a

situational account of deviance, That is, deviance can be vier¡ed as the

culmination of interpersonaL relationships over time, or it can be seen

as specific to a given social si!uation. In reconstructing the history

of one individual, Laing argues:

the !otal family situation may impede rather than facilitate
the chil.d's capacity to participate in a real shared world, as
self-wi th-other ( 1969: 189 ) .

In this case, the individuaL's behavior is seen as emerging out of the

pâtterns of interaction which surround him/her and in which s/ne

participates and develops as a social actor, In addition, Laing argues

that the "behavior of the patient is to some extent a function of the

psychialrist in the same behavioraL field" (1969r29). ?he argunent js

tha! hunan behavior cannot be conceptualized as if other actors in a

given situaLion have no influence or produce no effect.

To illuslrate the use of the interpersonal as the unit of analysis,

consider first, a).coholisn, whích is conventionally thought of as a

disease (Craighead el aI., 1981). It is argued that:

The factors that appear to initiate and reinforce drug use are
primariJ.y social in nature. Àn important prerequisile is the
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readily avâilabLe access to the drug...A second important
factor is the ínfluence of cultural and subcultural norms that
define the reinforcement contingencies governing the use of
drugs. These norns are to a large extent transmitted
vicariously through modelling behavior of parents and
peers...excessive parental drinking...may result in the
transmission of a similar pattern of drinking to their
children (Craighead e! al, 1981r268; empbasis in
originat).

Although these writers continue with an analysis of "predispositions for

continued drug use" (Craighead et al., 198 1:270), which individuaLizes

aJ.cohoJ. use, the above quotation illus!rates that the behavior develops

and can be explained in an interpersonal context.6 Put differently,

aLcohol use is Iearned in the process of social interaction, fírst by

observing one's parents and later in interaction !lith one's peers.

Alcohol use simply cannot be explained r,lithout reference to

inLerpersonaJ. processes. Fears and phobias can also be explained in

this way (Uar¡in and Pear, 1978; Craighead el al., 1981; Freud, 1936).

l"lore generally, Fromm-Reichnann suggests that "emotional difficulties
in living are difficulties in ínLerpersonal relationships" (1950:xiv).

Current difficuLties are explained historicalLy or developmen ta I ly .

That isr

our relalionships with other people, including the
relaLionship of the mental patient r¡ilh his doctor are
patterned by our early reJ-ationships with the significant
people of our environnen! of infancy and childhood
(Fromm-Reichmann, 1950:4 ) ,

The folLowing case sludy illustrates this type of theoreticaL analysist

a patíent suffered from severe jealousy and envy of the
younger sister of the family, who rlas six years herjunior...Lizzie It¡re sister] lras endowed with the

6 This excerpt also raises isèues that are considered to be
socio-structural (ie. alcohol use vis-a-vis cultural and subcullural
norns). ÀnaIylicalJ.y, cul.tural norms about alcohol use are also
transnitted sysLemically through the mass media.
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conventionalLy accepted charm and attractiveness of the very
pretty Àmerican girl as we know her today. These attributes
rrere very pJ.easing lo lhe patient's mother, a metropolitan
society lroman. Until the birth of the very pretty infant
sister, the patient had been only a gir1...It rlas especially
the mother, lhe nost significant figure in lhe family group,
who, Ifrom the time of the birth of the sis!er] , shifted her
affection and inlerest from the patíent to the ner,lcomer. Às
the sister grerl uÞ, she promised to becone the great social
asset of the family, who would lhereby gLorify her rnother.
Being dethroned this way.,.was among the pathogenic factors
delermining the later rise of the patienLs mental íllness
(Fromm-Reichmann, 1950:89 ) .

Accordi ng to Fromm-Re ichmann, the parents had "engendered the wonan's

envy and jealousy when, for example, they did

gralitude to the older one, who had saved their

suddenly relieved of their panic, ltheyl hugged

not express their

lives, Iinstead] ,

and k i ssed Lízzíe"

(1950191), NotwithsLanding the other "pathogenic factors" contribut.ing

to lhe client's difficuLties, it is clear that Fromm-Reichmann {1950)

identifies the pattern of family interaction as having played â

significan! role in causing her difficulties.

Consider aJ.so Rogers' concept of "conditions of worth" (1959:209):

a condition of Horlh arises when the positive regard of a
significan! other is conditional, when the individual feels
that ín some respecls he is prized and in other respecls not.
Gradually this sarne attitude is assimilated into his orin
self-regard complex, and he vaLues an experience positively or
negativeJ.y solely because of these conditions of worth which
he has taken over from others, not because the experience
enhances or faiLs to enhance his organism (1959:209).

Psychological. maladjustment is said to exist, to some degree, with lhe

development or existence .of these conditions of rlorth (Rogers, 1959).

The individual's experience is slructured in such a tvay so as to

mainLain the positive regard of significant others. Psychological

maladjustment is explained vis-a-vis the condilions of worth authored by

one's significant others. For example, consíder lhe foltowing account
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of a "sixteen-year old girl, brought up in a family of very strict
religious lraditions" (Rogers, 1942t185). In the third intervies:

Barabara says: r'ÀLl the opportunities are at my feet if I can
tâke advantage of them. I l\,ish to get everything out of every
opportunityr' . Counsellor remarked: "You have to be perfect
don't you?" She replied, "Yes. People wouLd say, 'everyone
has to have his faults'. I don't think so. I couldn't see any
reason for lhat. lt seemed to me I could do everything just
right" (Rogers, 185-186)

It would appear that unLess an 'opportunity is fulLy exploited and

wilhout fau1t, it does not meet the conditions of liorth established by

her signif icant others,

In summary, use of the interpersonal as lhe unit of analysis in

accounting for human behavior seeks to explain behavior in the context

of in!erpersonal relationships. t,lhile the individuals comprising these

relations make a unique contribution !o the process and outcome, the

focus of the analysis is not on the individual but rather the group. It
shouLd be noted, however, that clinical íntervention in these cases

revoLves around treating the individual and not the others !rho are

identified as contributing to the individual's difficuLties.

5.4 THE SOCIO-STRUCN'RÀL T'NIT OF ÀNÀËYSIS

Deviance can also be explained with reference to lhe socio-sLructural

milieu in r¡hich it occurs. In contrast to individual and interpersonal

expLanations, the analysis proceeds by idenfifying features of lhe

social order that may produce deviance. Where the previous trlo

perspectives study the problematic individual or group, this approach

expands the analysis to provide a critical assessment of a given

society; the (larger) context rlithin r,¡hich individuals and groups
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(inter)act. More specifically, this type of anaLysis would include lhe

study of the social structure itself, inslitutions, roIes, norms, and so

on, Deviance is exp).ained by examining the behavior of individuals or

groups in a broad socio-cuI!uraI conLexl, This can be seen to provide

the basis for a crilique of both lhe social order and lhe narrower,

albeit conventional, expLanation of deviance.

HalLeck suggests, for example, that society can inpose indirect or

direct stress upon certain individuals or groups which may produce

inappropriate behavior (HaIleck, 1971221). Àccordingly, Halleck

contends that:

when an individual is subject to stress caused by the social
system, he is Iikely to feel substantial psychological
discomfor!. If the stress is direct he can usually detect the
source of that discomfort; if it is indirect he may not. A
black man who is directly exposed to brulalily or humiliaLion
on the part of bigoted whites has a clear idea of who his
oppressors are.., lbut] ,.. if he lives in a society in which
racism is institu!ionalized, he may feel just as miserable,
but he will have difficulty identifying the source of his
sense of oppression. His fruslration rlill engender feelings of
aggression that are likely to be directed toward inappropriate
objecls or even toward himself, For that malter, any citizen
who believes in lhe basic benevolence of his society but is
not actually allowed to enjoy ils benefits wiLl have similar
react ions (1971t22-23) ,

If the stress generated by society (eg. bigotry) is overt, the

unacceplable behavior it precipitates can be expLained rlithout defining

the individual as the problern. If it is indirect, however, the

individual and those around him or her nay be unable to see il and the

behavior is rendered inexpLicable. More specificallyl

many whites for exanple, cannot understand why black people,
r,rho have recently had so many opportunities opened to them,
are still unhappy and restLess. The whites in this case have
failed to perceive how instilutionaLized racism continues to
Iimit rhe black man's dignity and freedom.. . Isimilarly] , if
a young person is too militant in his effort !o change
society, nany who believe society is adequate will view his
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behavior as a symptom of emotional dÍsturbance (Ualleck,
1911 :24\

In these excerpts there is an implicit critique of a racist society and

an approach !o explaining deviance that does not systematicalJ.y address

the reLationship between the behavior and the social slructure.

1n a psycho-sociai anaJ.ysis of the rise of Nazism, Fromm notes that

"Hitler is looked upon as a madman or a 'neurotic', and his followers as

equally mad and mentally unbalanced" (Fromm, 1965t232), In Fromm's

view, however,

Nazism is a psychological probLem, but the psychological
faclors themselves have to be undershood as being nolded by
socio-economic facLorsi Nazism is an economic and political
problem. . . (Fromm, 1965t232\ ,

While lhe concern of this analysis is the "psychoJ.ogical aspect of

Nazism, its human basis" (Fromm, 1965t232), this does not interfere with

a systematic consideration of the historical, cultural, political and

economic conditions r+hich fostered its emergence. In fact, as this

excerpt illustrates, the madman and the menlally unbalanced folÌowers

mus! be situated within the context of conditions prevailing at the time

in order to appreciate fully Nazisrn as a político-economic phenomeno¡.

The foJ-Iowing excerpt from Fromm-Reichmann's discussion of "acting

out" further ilLustraLes the argument that cultural attitudes affect

individual behavi or:

A lonely woman patient became engaged to an unsuitable partner' each lime lhat the psychiatrist, the only person with whom she
had a neaningful interpersonaJ. contact, took a vacation.
Previous to her acting ou! her loneliness in this wôy, the
patient had not been able to accept as a problem the fact of
her being lonely nor could her interest be sufficiently
aroused that she would enter into a scrutiny of lhe cause of
her aloneness and her loneliness. The whole experíence was
too much under censorship because of the attitude of this
culture loward it. I girl is not supposed to feel lonely or
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alone. She is supposed to be popular. If one is lone1y, one
is a failure. It is one's own fault (Fronm-Reichmann,
1950:121).

In this case, meaningless engagements represented an unacceptable escape

from Ioneliness. Being unmarried in a culture where marriage, or at

leas! popularity, defines one's success as a rloman, is used to explain

the 'acting ou!'.

In a different context, albeit sinilar vein, Fromm-Reichamnn argues

It1he psychiatrist rnay be afraid of appearing ridiculous in
the eyes of his colleagues or the secretaries of his clinic.
À palient may walk ou! on him or be markedly Late for his
interview...It would, of course, be desirabLe for the doctor
!o be able to overcome his fears of ridicule...The ouest for
prestige in our own culture is so great Ihowever] that it HiIl
interfere with some doctors' efforts to becone desensitized to
il (Fromm-Reichman, 1950:30-31 ) .

Ànd:

since he lives in a society and in a culture where the display
of fear or anxiety are coexislent with an alJ.eged or real
decrease of prestige or self-respect, he may tend to convert
his anxiety into anger, preferabJ-y against the person who is
the cause of !he anxiety (Fromm-Reichman, 1950:xii).

Individuals may engage in inappropriate behavior in response to threats,

reaL or imagined, to his/her gues! for prestige. This is particularly

relevant in a stralified society where social stalus and the concomitant

prest i ge are highLy valued.

Consider also Martin and Pear's (1978) discussion of avoidance

conditioning, or more specifically, the use of aversive stinuli to

decrease a given behavior. Although this is a technique used to

ameL iorate deviant behavior, the argurient is thaf if may have certain

iatrogenic effects. It is observed lhatt
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Ia]voidance conditioning influences us everyday.
Unfortunately, it is common in the classroom, where children
may be required to give the right answer in order to avoid the
teacher's ridicuLe or anger and to avoid a poor rnark. Our
IegaL systen is based entirely on avoidance condiLioning. We
pay our taxes in order to avoid going to jai).. We pu! noney
into parking meters to avoid gebting a ticket. lle pay our
parking fines in order to avoíd a court summons.,.Like
punishment Iand] escape conditioning, avoidance conditioning
involves aversion stimulation.,.Aversion stimuli can produce
undesirabLe emotional behaviors, such as aggression and
general fearfulness, which among other things, interfere !¡ith
the learning process (l"tartin and Pear, '1 978:197-98),

Àn effort to ameliorale deviance may produce, and thus be used to

expla in, subsequent deviance. If avoidance conditioning is common in

the cLassroom and is the basis of our entire legal systen, then it is

Iikely that it pervades lhe entire society. Àvoidance condiLionÍng rnay

explain many instances of deviance, either because the use of aversion

stimuli produces it, or hinders the learning of acceptable behavior.

Finally, one of the previously given illustrations of an

interpersonal explanation of alcohol use sugges!ed that "an. .. inportant

factor is the infLuence of cultural and subcultural norms that define

the reinforcement contingencies governing lhe use of drugs" (Craighead

et al, 1981:268). The importance of cultural and subcultural norms can

be taken beyond lhe boundaries of lhe ínterpersonal contex! (ie,,

observing one's. parents and peers), making it possible to explain

deviance socio-structurally in terns of observaLional learning or

modeling (Craighead e! aI., 1981; Martín and Pear, 19i8). Although

similar to the account provided by an interpersonaJ. perspective, a

socío-structural analysis questions the origin of the cultural and

subcuLtura] norms displayed by parenls and peers. Deviance may result

from the emulation of social actors who transmit and sustain culEural
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attitudes and norrns. For example, this might include an analysis of the

nass media (eg. films, television, nagazines) with reference to such

issues as the use of alcohoL as a social stimulant, and/or

problen-solver; the objectification of $omen; immediate gratificalion

and so on. The evidence is not unequivocal for this type of argument,

but the issue of imitating "nodels r¡ho are high in prestige, status or

expertise" (Craighead et ô1, , 1981 r 111 ) is nonetheLess llorLhy of

examination, Consider, for example, the prime time hero, Maccyver, lrho

explicitly demonstra!es the prepara!ion of home-made r¡eapons.

5.5 Drscussi0N

Explanations of deviance have been developed using the individuaL,

interpersonal or socio-structural unit of anaJ.ysis, Deviance, however,

cannot be understood apart from the social context in which it occurs,

therefore, !he three units of analysis that have been delineated nust be

integrated in order to develop an adequate underslanding of human

action, deviant or othert\,ise. This contention is supported by the

inclusion of the three perspectives in all of the theories, despite the

variations in emphasis within and between the texts. ÀLthough there was

no attempt made to quantify this variation, individuaLized explanations

are the most predominant. For example, Craighead, et al. (1981) provide

an interpersonal account of initiaL aLcohol use, but subsequentìy shift

the focus to individual predísposition to exp).ain alcoholisrn.

Sinilarly, Fromm-Reichmann (1950) argues that cuLtural norms prescribe

marriage and popularity, the absence of which is presumably synonymous

rrith loneliness, or individualized subjective distress, À reliance on
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individualized explanations of deviance supports the argunen! that

psychotherapy is a form of sociaL control ínsofar as the individuaL as

well as interpersonal explanations of deviance do not encompass

s oc i o- s t r uc t u r a ] factors, The sociaL order ís nainlained because it is

not questioned. If aIl three franes of reference are necessary for

comprehending human behavior, the critical question, then, is how can

deviance best be ameliorated? If the individual is identified as the

problem, then s/he must be changed. In interpersonal interaction is

problemaLic, lhen it must be aLlered. If the sociaL structure itself
produces deviance, then it must be transformed, The focus of this

thesis is on the process of contractual psycholherapy sought by

individual actors. In the following chapter, !he argument that

psychotherapy is a form of associative social control is assessed by

analyzing the techniques used to ameliorate the - difficulties an

individual may be experiencing.



Chapter vI

ÀI.IELIORÀTING DEVIÀI'¡CE

5.1 INTRODUCTION

There are, in any society, a number of forms lha! deviance mäy take

and a variety of techniques that can be employed in response to it. For

example, in response !o criminal activity, society can mete out various

forms of punishment. Menlal illness can be dealt s?ith lhrough

incarceralion, as weLl as psycho-surgery, chemotherapy, or

psychotherapy. 0f the gamut of responses !o, and forms of, deviance,

the focus of this study is on contractual psychotherapy as the method

for ameliorating subjeclive distress anð/or disrupted social

performance. Historically, the energence of this type of deviance sas

assumed to presage insanity (Armstrong, 1983) and precipitated the

developnent of contractual psychotherapy as distinct fr0m institutional

psychiafry. Àlthough psychotherapy can be viewed as one aspect of a

nore general therapeutic response to deviance, this study is concerned

with voluntary contraclual psychotherapy. What is at issue is how

psychotherapy altempts !o ameLiorate the deviant subjective experience

or social perfornance of indivíduals who avail themselves of it
volunlariJ.y. The question is how is subjective distress aîd/or

inadequate social performance best ameliorated in vierl of both the goals

of psychotherapy and particuLarly, the units of anaJ.ysis that can be

used to explain such deviance. The focus in the discussion thal

-70
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follows, then, is on the conLent of theories of psychotherapy in the

formulat i on of it.s practice.

Before proceeding with this discussion, it should again be noted !hâ!

the purpose of this study is not to assess the degree to which a

parlicu).ar theoretical perspective is or is not a form of social

contro]- No distinction between schools were nade in ¡he material

presented in the previous sections in order to demonstrate that in alL

cases the aim of psychoÈherapy is to foster subjective satisfaction

and/or adeguate social performance. Simitarly, in atI texts, three

units of analysis are delineated and discussed in explaining the

behavior in queslion, although the three frames of reference may not be

integraLed in discussing a single issue, nor integrated in practice,

There was no reason !o separale the theories into schooLs because all
theorists use the same continuums for defining normaLcy and for

understanding the etiology of deviance. In these discussions, then, the

range of psyc hothe rapeut i c formuLalions were considered. In the present

context, however, it is necessary to distinguish the schools in order to

investigate the degree to which the individual, interpersonal and

socio-structural units of analysis are integrated and thus reflecLed in

lhe effort to alleviale subjective distress añd/ot improve social

performance. These distinctions are necessary, then, because there are

significanl differences in the methods used in psyc hothe rapeut i c

prac t ice.

Four approaches to clinical practice will be examined, It can be

stated at the outset that the three seminal schools of psychotherapy

(ie, psychoanaLysis, behaviorism and experiential-humanism) aim their
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efforts at changing the individual in psychotherapy. These efforts

include altempts to change overt behavior directly, or indirectly by

changing cognitive and affective processes. If it is onJ.y the

individual that is to be changed in order to foster subjective

satisfaction and adequate soeial performance, it can be assuned that the

mos! appropriate unit of analysis in explaining deviance is the

individual. There may be provisions made for the inclusíon of other

social actors (eg. family therapy) in an ättempt to achieve the goal(s)

ôf psychotherapy, but in lhe vast majority of cases the individual

remains lhe primary focus of attention. If alI three units of anaJ.ysis

in conbination are necessary for lhe developmen! of a comprehensive

account of human action, then why is the individual the focus for

change? Àccording !o a fourth perspecLive, the social

psychological/psychiatric view of human behavior, it is not only the

individual and lhe group, but also, and perhaps more important, the

social order itseLf that rlarrants critical assessment and change (Fromn,

1965; Halleck, 1971],, In this view, psychotherapeutic practice must

in!egrate !he three sources of expJ.anations of deviance, thereby

facilitatíng change not only in the individuaL and micro-social group

but also the social order.

6,2 PSYCHOÀNÀIYTIC PSYCHOTI.IERÀPY

Psychoanalytic psychotherapy endeavors to enhance social performance and

írnprove subjective experience through the analysis and interpretation of

symptons which signal unconscious processes or impulses, self-reporLs,

non-verbal communication and the therapeuLic relalionship (Freud, 1936;

Fromm-Reichmann, 1950; Batinl et aL, 1972). Às Fromm-Reichmann, sees

ítr
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if a person comes in to see the psychiatrist, this implies a
need for changes in his personaliLy, and if the psychiatrist
accepls a person for treatment, this means that he recognizes
that person' s need for change and that he hopes to be
instrumentaL in the paLient's ultimate attainment of these
necessary changes (1950:39).

I t is clear in this excerp! that an individual arriving at the

psychialrist's office does not necessarily signal a call for micro or

nacro social change, but rather that the individual needs to be changed.

1n fact, a discussion of people r+ho avail thenselves of psychotherapy at

lhe reques! of others indicates that!

the psychiatrist should centre his efforts in the
beginning on he).ping the patient convert his friends' decision
ínto his own. The patient should learn to gain insight into
his needs for psychiaLric heJ.p and seek advice in his o!¡n
right (Fromm-Reichmann, 1950:45).

Àlthough interpersonal relationships and social structural factors may

emerge âs explanations for the person's difficulties, psychoanalytic

psychotherapy primarily emphasizes individual change. Moreover, it is

difficult to discern whelher the host of interpersonal and

socio-structuraL factors that are included as explanations of deviance

are made available !o the individual. Assuming these kinds of argunents

are provided to the client, one can question whether they are presented

in such a !¡ay as to identify both the group and the social structure as

problemalic, and more important, lhe appropriate targe! for change.

Fromm-Reichnann's The Principles of Intensive Psychotherapv (1950)

provides a conprehensive discussion of psychoanaJ.ytic psychotherapy,

including a wide variety of i]lustrations,as well as comments on the

psychiatrist, and a detailed account of how psychotherapy proceeds from

the initial con¡âct to its termination. Àfler establishing a diagnosis

and prognosis in the ínitial interview:
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the first psychotherapeutic tool used by lhe psychiatrist is
listening intelligently to patient's comrnunications... Ànother
integral part of the psychiatrist's task is to promote the
production of paÈient's dala by asking pertinent and simply
meaningful questions; also one should encourage patient's
associaLive lhinking and produclion and their observation of
and reports on marginal thoughts and physical sensations
during the therapeutic interview (Fromm-Reichmann, 1950r69).

In Ehe process of psycholherapy:

the psychiatrist continues to u¡iIize his tools by offering
meaningful interpretations; by investigating patientrs
interprelive thinking lhrough asking correct interpretive
questions at the proper time; by tying together both !lith and
for the patients the seemingly disconnected pieces of
information and insight gradually obtained with the heJ.p of
the aforementioned procedures;,,. and by guiding patients in
repeatedly working through in various and sundry connections
to the enotional experiences which have come !o their
ar¡areness and to their understanding (Fromm-Reichmann,
1950:69-70 ) .

What is parLicularLy inpor!anl in psychoanalyLic psychotherapy are those

issues about which the cl.ient has little or no awareness (Freud, 1936;

Fronn-Reíchmann, 1950; BaIint et aL, 1972).

In !he case of 'compulsion neurosis', for examp).e:

the specific terms of the aggressive impulse are not at all
known to lhe ego. À good deal of analytic work is necessary
to bring lhem to consciousness (Freud, 1936:50).

The 'tooLs' discussed by Fromm-Reichmann (1950) assist in bringing the

unconscious process or impulse into awareness. A patient may " Iramblel

on about non-descript feelings as her weapon against evidencing her

sense of anxiety" (Fromm-Reichmann, 150:74), it is recommended that the

psychiatrist ask questions about daiLy Life for example, in order to

facilitate lhe client's recognizing a defense against anxiety. In one

case, after revealing a woman's 'obsessional preoccupations':

treatnent then continued t,,ith the discussion centering around
the obsessional preoccupations rlhich fillêd the daily Iife of
the patient. In due time this provided an opening for the
exposure of furlher obsessional personality trends, subsequent
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to which she gradually dared !o face further glimpses of her
anxiety, thus making the first step !or¡ard eventually
resolving her obsessional symptomatology (Fromm-Reichnânn,
1950:75).

Inlerpretation of the data produced by the cLient plays a central role

in lhe process of psychoanalytical psycho!herapy, because:

one nay be or may become stable to the extent of one's
awareness of, or ability to become aware of, interpersonal
exper Í ences (Fromm-Reichmann, 1950:80).

Àccording to this perspective, the events in one's life do not

necessarily require interpretation, but rather it is the "concomilant

emotional experiences" that are problematic (Fromm-Reichmann, 1950180).

tf is at the Ievel of emotional reaction that the psychiatris!

intervenes in altempting to alleviate subjective distress or improve

performance. The "emotionaÌ dífficulties of mental patients are to be

understood in terms of their early history and Ithus the ro].e of the

psychiatristJ is to make Ihis/herl patients vierl their problems in this

1i ght " (Fromm-Reichmann, 1950:48). Thus:

by interpretation lhe psychiatrist translates into the
J.anguage of awareness, thereby bringing into the open tlhat lhe
patíent comnunicates to him Ìrithout being conscious of its
contents or of its dynamics, revealing connections wilh oÈher
experiences, or various implications pertaining to its
historical or presen! emotional background (Fromm-Reichmann,
1950:80 ) .

Ànd in Balint, et al.'s case study of Mr. Bakers

after J.istening to this dreary and very painful story, I
brushed it aside, not brusquely but in a very friendly nanner,
and said that apparently it was not the details lhat were
important, but tihal he felt about them, and that apparently he
needed someone to act as a sounding-board in order that his
fleeling ideas, fantasies, and emotions should be refLected
upon him so that insLead of vanishing into lirnbo they should
nake some inpression on him (1972:23 ) .

For the purpose of psychotherapy, the focus has been placed on hor+ l'{r.

Baker 'feels' about the issue at hand, r¡hich, in this instance, is the
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history of his marital relationship. The implication is that the

problem is to change how Mr. Baker feeLs aboul his re).alionship as

opposed !o invesligating the relationship itself. By the twenly-third

session llith Mr. Baker, to which he brought sorne notes that he had

written, i! is suggested !hat the!

notes alLow us a glimpse at the full intensity of the
conflicLing and complexJ.y interwoven emotions in his inLernal
life causing so much pain, suffering áñd 'tornent both to his
wife and to hinseLf (natint, et al., 1972:91).

The difficulties that Mr. Baker is experiencing, then, are altributed to

his suppressed emotions, while the psychiatrist endeavors to bring to

at,lareness either the emotions themselves, or their historicat

background, and ultimately give an interprelation of them,

By focusing on the "'specific means' (dynamisms, mechanisms) of

trying to dispose of past and present anxiely-producing emotional

experiences" (Fromm-Reichmann, 1950:58), the psychialrist may provide an

interpretation of the contents or dynamics of the person's dífficulties
such as, transference and parataxic distortions, security operations,

resistance, in!enLionaI blocking, acling out (Fromnr-Reichnann,

1950:85-127); and speciaL mental operations including slips and errors,

daydreams, dreans, hallucinatíons and deLusions (Fromm-Reichmann,

1950:'1 54-181), Interpretation can be viewed as providing an

intellectual understanding of the problem at hand. The preceding list
of rnaterials that may be interpreted represent the means by which the

individual avoids anxiety and insecurity, therefore they must be

understood by the individual as performing this function. For exanple,

'transference' in the most general sense of the !rord means
trânsferring to repeated early patterns of interpersonal
relatedness with present-day parLners. . . II Jn its special
applicalion to the therapeutic process Iil] means transferring
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on to the therapist, as a presenl-day partner, earJ.y
experiences in interpersonal relatedness (Fromm-Reichmann,
1950:97 ) .

For example, a psychiatrist had apologized to a tloman for interrupting

an attempt at small talk (eg. commenting on the l.¡ealher). According to

the woman r

"First you doctors suggest that t,te become more spontaneous and
direct in our exchanges with you and then if we fol1ow your
suggestion you try to cut us off" (Fromm-Reichmann, 1950:102).

Although the psychiatrist admitted she r,tas correct and apologized, the

Homän Later repeated an attemp! to be nore spontaneous and direct six

months ìater, because according to the psychiatrist, "she wanled to find

out whether or not he had actually neant !,hat he said, when he had

previously apologized (Fromm-Reichmann, 1950:102). This

'transference reaction' or'parataxic distortion:

could be brought inlo the open, and it becarne one step in the
paLient's understandinq that not aLl people wouLd let her down
by their lack of reliability as her parents had, that is, her
reality testing through an experience t,|ith the doctor helped
her to do away with a significant parataxic rnisevaluation of
other people (Fromm-Reichmann, 1950: 102-03 ).

These processes must be brough! inlo awareness and interpreted because

"many of these childhood experiences have never been revised and

reevaluated, because they had been dissociated up to the time the

patient had entered the lherapeutic relationship 1.rith the doctor"

(Fromm-Reichmann, 1950:105). Through an intellectual understanding of

transference as well as the oiher aforementioned processes, the

individuaL is provided rlith knorlledge s/he previously did not possess.

ÀLLhough the knowledge acquired lhrough interpretation is a necessary

component, it is not sufficient for the alleviation of subjective

distress, or inprovement of social perfornance. A crilical part of
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psychoanalytic psychotherapy is "the process of 'working through'

interpretive).y clarified material" (Fromm-Reichnrann, 1950:127). It is

argued that:

it coul-d appear as though one single interpretive
clarification of the origin of a syrìptom or an interpersonaJ.
problem wouLd have the effecl of change and cure, if it were
rationally welL understood and clarified...The individuaL's
rnental or emotional experiences are...part of the person's
pattern of reacting and thinking, but they are interlocked in
rnul!iple ways. Interpretive dissolution and understanding of
some specific piece of dissociated nateriaL, therefore, can
produce only a certain degree of actual change...Às a resul-t,
any understanding, any new piece of awareness llhich has been
gained by interpretive clarificaLion, has to be reconquered
and tested tine and again in new connections and contacts llith
interJ.ocking experiences... Itnis is] the necessity of
repeatedly 'working through' the emotional experiences for lhe
dynamics and contents of which awareness and understanding
have been achieved (Fromm-Reichmann, 1950:140-41).

Gaining 'insight' into his/her difficulties, then, requires both a

rationaL underslanding of the interpreted maLerial and working through

the interpretalion a! the emotional Level in order to achieve an

"integrated creative understanding" of it (Fromrn-Reichmann, 19501142).

Às an illustration, after four unsuccessful relationships, a Homan carne

to a psychiatrist and gained an íntellectual understanding of the

factors which created the patterns observed in these relationships

(Fromm-Reíchmann, 1950:143). Horlever:

...in spite of understanding this, the patient r¡as not able to
integrate this knowledge constructively or to change her
pattern solely by virtue of the interpretation, recalI, and
intellectuaL understanding of the underLying experiences. The
childhood experience, its pat!erning influence and her
intellectuaL undersLanding of it had to be worked through
repeatedly in its reflections on the docLor-patient
relationship and in various other contexts, before the
patient's understanding of it was converted into real insight
wilh curalive effectiveness (Fromm-Reichmann, 19501143).
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FinaIJ.y, to be most effectíve, interpretation and riorking through

shouLd focus on "the central dynamics of the palient's difficulties"
(Fromm-Reichmann, 1950:145-50) r¿hich are also referred to as the focal

aims of psychotherapy (Balin!, et a]., 1972). In the case of Mr. Baker,

for exampLe, !he interpretations thât were offered centered round:

the guilt feelings caused by his triumph over his homosexual
rivals: the officer in Cyprus; hís father in lawi his or¡n
falher, but it is quite possibJ-e that this 1,lill prove to be
too anbilious. In this case a secondary aim might be to
enable him in lhe transference to find a man with whom he can
share his wife (symboJ.icalty) (aaIint, et aL. , 1972t27],,

By the seventh session, according to the psychiatrist!

it is remarkable how boLh aims given in the first write-up are
running paraIleI. Until nori I have described as my more
anbiLious aim to allow him to enjoy his victory over father
and the other officer. After having done quite a bi! about
this aim, he himself is proposing to bring his wife !o me, to
'share her' r.¡ith me so to speak (Aalint et al., 1972t45'),

These t+ere the two major issues, at least initially, round which

interpretation and working through were centered. Àlthough many issues

may arise in the course of psychotherapy, whether they trarrant

interpre!at i on and working through:

...should depend upon the usefulness for further clarification
nhether content material which patients produce after lhe
doclor has recognized the cenLral dynamics of the patient's
difficulties may be included in, or discarded from,
i nterpret i ve atten!ion (Fromm-Reichmann, 1950r146).

Viewing psychoanalytic psycholherapy as a process, it is clear tha! the

focal aims may change.

Psychotherapy, in the psychoanalytic tradition, can be terminated

when:

...when the patient has gained a sufficient degree of lasting
insight ínto hís inÈerpersonal operat,ions and theír dynamics
to enable him, in príncipJ.e, to handle them
adequateIy... (Fronm-Reichmann, 1950: 188).
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This suggests that, upon completing psychotherapy, the sources of the

individual's distress are brought into allareness, and lhat his/her

perfornance in interpersonaL interaction wiIl facilitate the fuLfillment

of the needs for satisfaction and security (Fromm-Reichamnn, 19501192).

In summary, psychoanaJ.ytic psychoLherapy, through the use of

interpretation and working through to gain insight, attempts to change

the individual. Àlthough a host of factors external to the individual

may be used to explain his/her difficulties, it is the individual's

cognitive and affective responses thal are identified as the targets for

change. Às one writer sees it, psychotherapy "enable Is] him to
understand and to cope efficiently Ìrith the troublesome aspects of his

life or even to eliminate them, outer circumstances permi!ting"

(Fromn-Reichmann, 1950:59). One can conclude from lhis that it is the

individual who nust adjust to or cope with what surrounds him/her if it
is not arnenable to change. No doubt changes in interpersonal

relationships would result from the individuaL having undergone

psychotherapy, There is no indication, however, that the individuaL

would be prepared by this process to effect change in his/her

soc i o-cultural nilieu.

BEHÀVI OR I.fODi FI CÀTI ON

À behavioral approach to the allevia!ion of subjective distress

and/or improvement of social performance is concerned primarily with

overt behavior, The assumption that "current behaviors are caused

largely by environmental experiences" (Martin and Pear, 1978:8), implies

that interpersonal and socio-structural factors explain deviance and

6.3
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Àccordi ng to this

nothing is gained by talking of the behavior as a symptom of
sone inner cause. Behavior modifiers agree lha! lhere are
causes of the observabLe behavior, and that some of those
causes may indeed be unobservable, conplex inner "things" of
some sort or another. Regardless of the cause, however, the
behaviol is still there and is still being influenced by the
individual's immediate environment (Martin and Pear, 1978:9).

Àllhough cogni!ive psycholherapy has become included in the behavior

modification framework, lhis marks a shift away from internal processes,

toward the aLteration of environmentaL factors in !he anelioration of

deviance. llhatever the promise such a strategy may hold, in practice,

it is the observable behavior of the individual upon which this method

focuses. The basic assurnption is that maladaptive behavior is J.earned,

or is a function of not having learned certain skilLs.

This approach airns at lhe alteration of "behavioral deficiencies,

behavioral excesses, and behavioral inappropriateness" (Marin and Pear,

1978:9). Àccording to Craighead et aI. r

therapeutic interventions involve training clients to engage
in certain behaviors and not to engage in others, that ís, to
learn new modes of behaving. À goal of behavior rnodification
is to provide J.earning experiences that promote adaptive and
prosoc ial behavior (1981r107).

The impLication of this statement is that the ídentification of

problematic environmental factors is limited to the promotion of

adaptive and prosocial behavior. It is the behavior that gets changed

and not the envíronment. That is, "if the cÌient has an undesirable

behavior pattern, it is only because he -- like everyone else -- is

folJ.owing natural ]aws. These laws cannot be changed, but t.he client

can use them to change his own behavior" (uartin and Pear, 1978:368).
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The result is tha! the broad concept of environnental experiences is

reduced down to the immediate environment which is further reduced !o

the contingencies of reinforcement, in the case of operant conditíoning

(t'tartin and Pear, 1978; Craighead e! al., 1981; and coltman and Leiblum,

1974r. This does not mean, hosever, that larger environmental issues

àre not addressed, as will be clear in the illustrations of role p).ayinq

and assert i veness !rain ing.

À variety of strategies are used to aLter behavior based on the

principles of operant and respondent condiLioning (coltrnan and Leiblum,

1974i Mârtin and Pear, '1 978; and Craighead et al., 1981), These

techniques include, positive reinforcenent, extinction, shaping,

intermitLent reinforcenent, stimuluscontrol. fading, conditioned

reinforcement, backward chaining, generalization, punishment, escape and

avoidance conditioning, as rlell as technigues based on respondent

conditioning, such as systematic desensitization (Martin and Pear,

1978), These "procedures are r+ays of re-arranging an individual's

environment and daily activities in order to help lhat individual

function nore fully in our society" (Martin and Pearf 1978:10). The

choice of technique(s) that r+ill be used to alter an individuat's

behavior depends on r,lhether it is excessive, deficient or inappropriate.

The first sLep in behavior modifÍcalion then is the identification of

lhe problem behavior. In one approach, "the reason the client is lhere

can usually be conceptualized in !ern$ of performance

discrepancy.,. Iand] ...the objective may be eventually to reduce the

discrepancy to zero" (Gottman and LeibIum. 19'14:26-21).
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The elimination of the performance discrepancy is determined by

whether the problem is one of response acquisitíon, increnen!, or

decrement (Gotlman and Leiblum, 1914\. It shoutd also be noted lhat

"behavior modification is best defined by a rationale and a methodology

and not by a specified theory or set of principles" (Craighead et at.,

1981:5), and represents an "experimental and funclionalJ.y analyLic

approäch to clinical data, relying on an objeclive and measurable

outcome" (Craighead et al., 1980:24). In this approach the amelioration

of deviance proceeds in keeping with the rules of the scientific method.

1n all of the behavioral texts, a central part of the discussion focuses

on designing a strategy to change behavior tha! is "objective and

neasurable" (Gottman and LeibLum, 1974; Martin and Pear, 1978; Craighead

et al., 1981). The behavior to be changed is regarded as the dependent

variable with the treatment constituting the independent variable(s).

The first step in this method is to define the problem in behavíoral

terms. or !o construct an operational definition. Some problems are

readily observed such as excessive smoking, bu! it rnay be "very

difficult to pinpoint the exact behaviors involved in a problem such as

depression or anxiety" (Martin and Pear, 1978:368). Since it is

observable behavior that is the focus for change, straLegies must be

devised to concretize lhe problem. Martin and Pear, for example,

suggest lha! the person i

imagine that Martians have landed on earth and are doing an
observational study of its inhabitants... Ithey] know nolhing
about human feelings. They can observe only behavior...r+hat
wiJ.l your Martian observe no!¡, when you are stilL suffering
from your problem...and what l¡i11 he observe later, when the
problen has been solved?...a depressed person night say that
his Martian would see him sitting alone in his roon staring at
t,he waLLs a great deal before treâtment, and spending more
time reading novels and interacting rrith other people after
treâtment!' (19781358-369).
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shouLd be broken down into its

terms. This suggests that the

to facilitate the modification of

In addition, the behavior is placed in the context of ifs
contingencies of reinforcement. The following !hings must be specified:

(1 ) the occasion upon which a response occurs, (21 the
response itself, and (3) the reinforcing consequences. The
interreLationships among them are the conlingencies of
reinforcenent (Marlin and Pear, 1978:106),

The problematic behavior is understood in terms of what precedes and

foLlol¡s it. Efforts to modify behavior, then, reguire the alteration of

the contingencies of reinforcenen!, This may involve changing the

stimuli that elicit !he response and/or !he stimuli which maintain it,

cottman and teiblum (1974) suggest also that the objectives of the

change efforts must be specified:

Àn objective rnust contain four thingsr (1) who? Q\ will do
what? (3) to what extent? (4) under !¡hat conditions?
(cottman and teiblum, 1974:48),

For example:

in discussing the issue of housework chores, Henry and I'laude
t¡ill share talk time. Henry will increase the frequency of
expressing anger when he feels it; Henry will decrease the
frequency of withdrawing from conversation; Maude will
decrease the frequency of whining complaining, and blaning;
Maude wiLl increase the frequency of teI).ing Henry directly
hol¡ she feels. Each of them r¡iLI use ririst counters to nonitor
talk time, clicking after each of their olrn statements.
(cottman and Leiblum, 1974:49l, ,

This suggests that clearLy defined goals, or the behavior to be changed

must be explicitly stâted. Again, the focus is on response acquisition,

increment, or decrenent. The fornulation of treatment intervention wiLl
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be structured by what lype of change in behavior is indicated and !,iIl
result in the selection of one, or some combination, of the

aforementioned techniques, Since this approach relies on the scientifíc

¡ne!hod to monilor and establish that change has occurred, lhe

intervenlion may be changed as indicated by the data. Some examples are

provided as illusLralions of the use of behavior nodification in the

alleviation of subjecLive distress and improvement in social

performance.

To begin, anxiety can be alleviated in a variety of ways including

systernatic desensitization, modelling, flooding, and implosion

(Craighead et aI., 1981t213-222\, Systenalic desensitiza!ion is based

on the principles of respondent conditioning and may be used when

"people have fears that are so intense that they are virtualty

incapacit.ated by them" (Martin and Pear, 19'18t215). It is assumed thatl

a response incompatibJ.e with fear could be made to occur in
the presence of a stinulus that normaLly produced fear, then
the íncompatible response would inhibit the occurrence of fear
on subsequent presentations of that stimulus (t"lartin ând Pear,
1978:215).

ÀccordingLy:

systematic desensitization first invoLves teaching the client
to readily induce deep-muscle relaxation. In addition, by
inlerviewing !he client thoroughly, the therapist obtains a
detailed descriplion of aLl the stimuLi and situations that
are related !o the debilitating fear or anxiety lhat the
client experiences,.. Iin order to construct a fear hierarchyJ
(t'tar t i n and Pear, 19'782215-216)

In short, anxiety is inhibited by systematically relaxing oneselt upon

inagining the feared object. The therapist begins describing the least

anxiety-producing stimulus and progresses through the hierarchy,

coupling relaxation in the clienf rlifh the presentation of the feared

stimulus. The result is lhat:
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at each step, relaxation counteracts the anxiety elicited by
the scene. When lhe cLient finishes the Iast scene in the
hierarchy, he can generally encounter the actual feared
situation rlithout undue stress (Martin and Pear. 19'14t217], ,

No questions are raised about the feared stimulus, rather it is taken

a given and thus systematic desensitization assists the individual

adjust i ng to thi s reaLity.

Ànxiety can also be allevialed through modelling, which includes

aspects of systenatic desensitization. This approach assumes that!

our behavior is slrongly influenced by what we observe and/or
hear about other individual's behavior and its consequences.
Modelling techniques seek to reduce anxiety responses by
providing a programmed learning experience which emphasizes
such vicarious processes (Craighead et a1,, 1981 t217-218),

Using this procedure, the individual's anxiety is alleviated by

observing preferably a 'social peer' in!eracLing with the feared object

or engaging in the feared behavior. Àgain, it is the fear or anxiety

that is questíoned, not the stimulus.

Ànother example of efforts to decrease a response is aversive

counter-conditioning (cotLman and Leiblum, 1974t74i Martin and Pear,

'1 978; Craighead, et al., 1981). It is suggested that:

the rationale of aversive counter-conditioning is based on the
fact that an object or an activity that is repeatedly
associated with negative (painful , uncomfortable, aversive)
properties will acquire some of the negative properties of the
aversive stimulus. The individual wilL therefore come to
avoid the object or activity. (cottman and Leiblum, 19'742'76),

The following fictional illustralion of a male's masturbation pattern is

provided:

Ihe]...masturbated each evening to fetishistic fantasies
revolving around angora sweaters. His wife was quite upset by
Joe's behavior and their sex lífe had become one of marked
abstinence. Joe finally decided to seek treatment for his
difficulty. Àversion therapy was begun. Joe rias asked to
engage in his usual fantasies bu! to signal (raise his hand)

as

in
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when the fetishistic object (angora sweaters) rdas clearly
visualized. Àt that time a strong shock was adninistered to
his forearm. This procedure Has repeated daily over t!,0 !¡eeks
(Gottman and Leiblurn, 1914t16\ ,

Since this is a fictional account of lhe application of aversive

counter-conditioning, it must be assumed that it worked (i.e.

eliminated the inappropriate behavior). À]though this behavior had

interpersonal ramifica!ions, il was clearly identified as the

individual's difficulty and !hus, his behavior was targeted for change.

0ne can question, however, whelher the eLimination of this behavior

would mark an inprovement in !he marital relationship. Àgain, since

this is a fictional illustraLion it is impossible to deternine if
decreasing the inappropriate behavíor provided the soLution for t.he

sexual abstinence in the marriage. The question remains: is
individualizing and compartmentaJ-izing the probJ.em an appropriate

approach in the amelioration of deviance?

The following illustration demonstrates the use of assertiveness

!raining and role playing in fostering response acquisition (GoLtnan and

LeibLum, 1974:87-88). ln this case:

..,ân eighteen-year-oLd college girl, entered therapy
extremely anxious and depressed,..she revealed that she was
terrified of her upcoming marriage with her fiance, a youth of
tl.¿enty-!hree, who was !yrannical and often irrat.ional lrith
her. He insisted that she cut off ties with her girlfriends
and spend time with no one bu! him...Dorothy, a timíd,
painfuJ.ly shy girl who spoke in a near whisper, was given
practice in assertiveness training. She tias lectured on the
absurdity of John's views...Dorothy Ithen] took turns playing
John and herself in scenes in which she chalLenged his
assurnptions and refused to go along with his irrational
requests. These practice sessions !ùere tape-recorded and
Dorothy criticized her own perfornance, Às she experíenced
success in standing up !o John, Dorolhy becane less
depressed. . . (cottman and Leiblum, 1974:88-89 ) ,
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In this example, the fiance is identified as the problem, and it would

appear that Dorothy is depressed because she cannot stand up to him. By

acquiring assertiveness skills her depression decreased, and thus the

problem is individualized. The broadest context in which these issues

are situated is the interpersonaL situation. That is, John has a

problen, (i.e. his views on relationships), and Dorolhy's probJ.em is

that she cannot stand up !o hinr. Both of these individuaJ.s, however,

can be placed in a Larger socio-structural context Hhich fosters such

domination and submission in male-female relalionships, These issues

are not queslioned, nor raised in the effort to develop the individual's

assert i veness skiIIs.

Às a final ilJ.ustration, a behavior modification program was designed

for a woman who:

...rtorked in a mental-retarda!ion inslitution, where she
experienced considerabLe difficuliy because of her tendency to
becone upset r+ith other staff members (¡¡artin and Pear,
1978:378 ) .

The problem and the goal were defined as:

achieving a frequency of zero instances per.day of anger in
response to hearing someone Iying or being dishonest or in
response to remembering an instance of someone Iying or being
dishonest (Martin and Pear. 19781378),

The reinforcement would be administered by the woman herself:

I f the târ9el for that day, . . is reached, I perni! myself to
have my pillow when I go to sleep. If it is not reached, I
must place my pillow in the kitchen cupboard and sleep llithout
it (Martin and Pear, 1978:378-79).

This is a good exanple of behavior nodification's effor! to "promote

adaptive and prosociaL behavior" (Craighead, et al., 1981:107). The

anger has been defined as inappropriate to the extent tha! it has caused

the individuaL to experience considerable difficulty with her
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co-workers. It can be assumed that these people do not respond favorably

Hhen someone perceives their lies or dishonesty. This is nol to suggest

that they lie or are dishonest in all instances, but the problern is that

the anger, in response to lies and dishonesty in sucb a workplace can be

defíned as appropriate, particularly if it is rlith regard to the

clients. If this rlere the case, it is the behavior of .others lhat

necessitales change not lhe individual's response to thê'irbehavior. ln

fact, the lies and dishonesty of others are irrelevant since it has been

spec i f ied in the contract:

whether or not the other person is lying is based on my olrn
feeling that it is a Iie (t¡artin and Pear, 1978¡378).

The individual seems to have concluded that she is misinterpreting the

behavior of others and thus her response is inappropriate. In the final

analysis, one's co-workers can continue being dishonest indefinitely

since it is the individual's response that is identified as

inappropriate.

In summary, behavior modification alLeviates subjectÍve distress, or

inproves social performance either by altering lhe reinforcement

contingencies that govern the behavior in question, or through the use

of the prínciples of respondent conditioning. Intervention is

formulated in terns of response increment, decrement and acquisition,

and the scientific method is used to monitor its effectiveness so that

an alternate strategy can be implemented if indicated. it is by far the

narrotlest approach insofar as compartmentalized operationaJ-J.y defined

behaviors or responses are the targets for change, in its broadest

application, interpersonal behavior may be changed bu! socio-structuraÌ

contingencies are beyond lhe scope of its appJ.ication.
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6,4 CLI ENT-CENTERED PSYCHOTHENÀPY

Psychotherapy in an experiential-humanistíc framework assumes that

the innate tendency of the individual is !oward health. Other sociaL

actors may confound this tendency by imposing upon the individuaL

"conditions of vorth" (Rogers, 1959:224), that result in an incongruity

belr+een self and experience, and thus problems in living. Subjective

distress or inadequate social performance, from !his perspective, ãre

bes! aneliorated within and by the therapeutic relationship. In short,

"the function of therapy is create a facilitative atmosphere within

which self-actualization can take place" (Martin, 1983:226). Àccording

to Rogers:

this theory is of the if-then variety. If cer!ain conditions
exist (independent variables), then a process (dependent
variable) rliII occur which includes certain characteristic
elemenls. If this process (now !he independent variable)
occursf then certain personality and behavioral changes
(dependent variables) will occur (1959r212]. ,

The suggestion is that given the right conditions a relationship will

develop in which self-actuaLization will be facilitated. Àgain,

subjective distress will be alleviated or unacceptable social

performance will be improved by participation in this relationship.

More spec i f ically:

For therapy to occur it is necessary that lhese conditions
exist!

1. that tl¡o persons are in contact.
2. that the first person, lthe clientl , is in a state of incongruence,

being vulnerable, or anxious,
3. that the second person, lthe lherapist], is congruenl in the

relationship,
4. lhat the therapis! is experiencing unconditional positive regarcl

tot,tard the client.
5. that the therapist is experiencing an enrpathic understanding of the

cLient's frane of reference.
6. that the client perceivesr at least to a rninimal degree, conditions 4
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and 5, the unconditional poËítive regard of the therapist for him,
and the enpathic understanding of Ehe thèrapist. (Rogers, 1.9591213;
emphasis in originaJ. ) .

For the purpose of this discussion, conditions four and five above are

of primary inportance. It seems clear, in the case of voluntary

contractual psychotherapy, that the individual contacts a therapist for

a problem that s/he is experiencing. Since it is not within the scope

of lhis discussion to address lhe rcongrui!y', or normality if you wi1J.,

of the lherapist, it lrilI not be questioned. It will be assurned then

lhat conditions one, two and three exist and thus the discussion will
focus on how subjective sa!isfaction or satisfactory sociaJ. performance

(i.e. self actualization) are achieved by the therapist experiencing

and the individual perceiving condltions four and five.

Intuitively it r,rould seen that, unconditional positive regard is

necessary for the amelioration of deviance insofar as the individual's

conditions of worth stem from the conditionaL positive regard of

significant others. l"lartin suggests:

...many took lunconditional positive regardJ to mean some kínd
of impossibly toleran! permissiveness in whích no limits were
set. Rogers cLearly did not mean tha!, but rather meant that
the !herapist's positive feelings were not conditional on the
client thinking, feeling and talking in certain ways and not
other ways...the therapist somehow comnunicates lhe message
that the clien! is a worthllhile person, regardless of what he
or she ís experiencing...He or she offers a chance to explore
and lhink and feel ín a context of acceplance and respect
( 1983:93-94 ) .

The implication is that conditional positive regard by the therapist

would in effect exacerbate the individual's problem. Assuming that

conditions of rlorth underlie the difficuLties the individual is
experiencing, it is apparent that !hese conditions can only be

understood and revised in lhe presence of a significant other (i.e. the
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therapíst) who does not impose his/her or+n set of conditions of worth

upon the individual.

It would appear then, that the aim of psychotherapy in this approach

is to foster 'positive self-regard' (Rogers, 1959:209). That is:

...positive regard must first be experienced from others,
Ishich] results in a positive attitude tor¡ard self which is no
Ionger directly dependent on the attitudes of others. The
individual, in effect, becomes his own significant social
other (Rogers, 1959r209).

1t is apparent that the emphasis is on the development of subjective

satisfaction with improved social performance being derived from it.
The principal aim is to decrease lhe incongruity between self and

experience (condition 2l which is a "state...of tension and internal

confusion" (Rogers, 1959r203). Presumably, when self and experience are

congruent there wilI be a conconitant decrease in "discordant or

incornprehensible behaviors" (Rogers, 1959l203),

in addition to unconditional positive regard, the alleviation of

subjective distress is facilitated by the therapis!'s "empathic

understanding of the client's frame of reference" (Rogers, 1959r213).

This has been defined as "the communicated understanding of the person's

intended message" (Martin, 1983¡3), or evocative empabhy. Not only must

the. therapist communicate his/her acceptance of the client, s/he "must

Ialso] make Ihim,/her] feel deeply understood" (Martin, 1983:3), It is

through this empathic understanding of lhe individuaL's communications

that the goals of psychotherapy are accomplished. Àccording to Rogerss

...empathy, or being empalhic, is to perceive the internal
frame of reference of another trith accuracy, and tr'ith the
emotional components and meanings which perlain thereto, as if
one !rere the other person...(1959r210).

In an earlier formulation, he ârgued thatr
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this newer therapy places greater stress upon the emotional
elements, the feeling aspects of the situation, than upon the
inteLlectual aspects ,.. most maladjustments are not faiLures
in L!.groing, but thal knor+ledge is ineffective because it is
bLocked by the emotional satisfaction r¡hich the individual
achieves through his present maladjusÈments ,.. lwilh empathic
understandingJ ... the individuat Learns to understand
himself, !o make significant independent choices, Iand] to
relate hirnself successfully to another person in a more adult
fashion (Rogers, 1942t29-30ì, ,

Thus, in contrast to the interpretation offered by lhe psychoanalyst,

"the aim of evocative enpathy is to open up lhe experience to form

successively more accuräte constructions of Ithe individua]'s]

experience" (Martin, 1983:8). More specificaLly:

Ievocative ernpäthy] is the fastest Hay !o get to the client's
truth, and to ge! there in a way that will help the cJ.ien!, is
by helping him to face the leading edge of what he is trying
to say but can't quite say (Martin, 1938:5).

There is an incongruity between seLf and experience which arises from

conditions of Horth. Thoughts and feeLings that contradict these

conditions of worth are perceived by the individual as threatening and

produce anxiety or vulnerability (Rogers, 1959t226-22'1]¡. The

incongruity betHeen self and experíence that results from the existence

of conditions of !¡orth is ameLiorated, a! least in part, by the

uncondiLional positive regard and the empathy of lhe therapist.

I t should also be noted that jn this approach the client is

identified as the problem soLver, not a person with a problem. That is:

the indívidual and not the problem is the focus. The aim ís
not to solve one particular problem, but to assist the
indívidual to qrow so that he can cope with the present
problem and rlith Iater problems in a better-integrated fashion
(Rogers, 1942t28l, ,

I,lhile all three approaches (psychoanalysis, behaviorisn, and

client-centered psycholherapy) share this ul!imale aim, the tllo
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approaches discussed previously make explicit attempts to identify the

"central dynamics of the patient's .difficulty" (Fromm-Reichmann,

1950:145) or define response increment, decrement and acquisition as the

focus for psychotherapy (cottman and Leiblum, 1914r, In both cases a

problem has been or is delineated. À cIíent-centred approach, in

contrast, enphasizes the process of the individual's growth that occurs

in psychotherapy regardless of the specific problems that can be

identified. Às Martin sees it:
you are following the client, it is not your job to determine
the content or topic of what is taLked about (1983¡5).

In short, c1íent-centred psychotherapy is non-directive, whereas

psychoanalysis and behavior modification are, comparatively, more

directive in their approaches. Às an ilLustration:

during [the] first hour the nother spends a fuLl half-hour
telling rlíth feeling example after exarnple of Jim's bad
behavior. She tells of his guarrels with his sister, of his
refusal to dress, of his annoying manner of humrning a! the
table, of his bad behavior in school, of his failure to help
at hone and the Like. Each of her comments has been highly
criLical of the boy...the counsellor's sole aim is not to
impede this flow of hostile and critical feeling. There is no
attempt to persuade the mother that her boy is bright,
essentially normal, pathetically eager for affection, though
al-l of it is true. The counselìor's whoLe function at this
stage is to encourage free expression (Rogers, 1942r35-36).

This free expression is faciLitated by the therapist communicating

his/her acceptance and understanding of lhe client.

Àcceptance and understanding on the part of the therapist that

creates an atmosphere which encourages free expression is not the sole

function of the therapist.. Rogers arguesi

If the counsellor is to accept these feelings, he mus! be
prepared to respond, not to the intellectual content of shat' lhe person is saying, but to the f ee.l-ing which underlies
it...llhatever lhey are, the counselor endeavors, by what he
says and what he does, to crea¡e an atnosphere in which the
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client can come to recognize that he has these negative
feelings and accep! them as part of hirnself... (Rogers,
1942:37-38 )

Recognition by lhe client that s/he has certain feelings requires

empathic responses to rlhat s/he says. For example:

a client might say, 'It's no! fair when less quaLified people
at lrork are given promotions' . At one level, this is an
entirely accurate fact about simple justice. Obviously,
however, it is a very feeJ.ingful message -- implicitly. Your
job as a therapist is to bring the feelings to life in a way
that Leaves your client h,ith the sense that you really
understand \,¡hat llas meant, [For example] 'I guess you're
feeling cheated at that.'...Maybe my clienÈ does feel more
than cheated. Maybe he feels furious or hopeless or vengeful ,
but I have to be abLe to sense what he is trying to say right
norl and help him articulate that (Martin, 1983:4-5).

Your client says, "À lot of the line it seems like people
are,..I don't know...realIy mean ...n0, not mean ... They're
Loving, I guess...at least sone...like some I know are. " You
night respond, "I'm not sure i got a1l that, bu! let me try.
It sounds confusing...trying to knort how you feel about the
way people are toward you. The ones tha¡ matter lo you seem to
be loving, you guess, but at the same time that doesn't seem
quite the whole truth because they seen nean in some ways too"
(Ma rt i n, 1983:36-37 ) .

It seems lhen that the central feature of client-centred therapy is the

effort to make the individual feel underslood and accepted by responding

to himr/her in a r{ay that captures the feelings, implicitly or

explic i tly, c ommun i ca t ed,

The development of positive self-regard and the process of decreasing

lhe incongruity between self and experience is gradual. It cannot occur

in one session. In this process:

the client is approaching thoughts and feelings, many of which
are threatening, as cJ.osely as possibLe and then backing off
when lhe discomfort starts (Martin, 1983:47).
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The goal is to prevent and decrease this avoidance in order to promote

nore complete experiencing. In psychotherapyl

... Iwhen the client] faces the mildly painfuL thoughts in the
safe surroundings of your relationship, nothing bad happens,
and lhe fear dissipates...so thôt the client feels fear
reduction ... what you have done is lo help your client feel
fear reduction immediately af!er an ac! of self-confrontation.
lf this happens hundreds of times in therapy, as it should,
your client will become more and more seLf-confrontative, more
oþen to his own experlences (Martin, 1983:55).

Presumably thi s

has lhoughts and

reason Hhy t hey

will facilitate the individual's recognition that s/he

feelings that are threatening to him/her and thus the

are avoided.

It llas aLso noted by the same psychotherapist that:

I will f ollor+ the sarne general principles, but each client's
content of therapy and solutions are unique to that client. I
am objecting to the conlention that evocativeJ.y empat,hic
therapy treats everybody the same tlay; it treats everybody
differently because there is no prescribed personaJ.ity pattern
and no best solutíons that groÌ¡ out of a parLicular theory
(vartin, 1983:188-189).

This contention is evidenced in the case studies found in Rogers (1942)

and Martin (1983). The fundarnental features in the case itlustrations

are that the therapis! accepts and understands the client and s/ne

perceives this acceptance and understandíng.

Às another ilLustration of this approach to psychotherapy, consider

the folLowing example:

[There was] a client whose problem clearly involved a sexual
incident for which the police had threalened him with legal
action. Early in therapy, lhe client said "Wel1, I'm sure
that sex doesn'! have anything !o do with this." I nearly
choked, since he had talked so nuch about Ehe incident. My
response was "So the way you see it, sex isn't a cenlrâl part
of this.. . it looks now Like the important part is worrying
about losing control and doing sonething you don't even know
you're doing". Notice lhat I haven'l agreed with him or
disagreed with hin my version of the truth is not an
imporlant part of our process together. I an sure that a
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direct confrontation would have stopped him dead, aLthough I
probably could have done better than I did by including in my
response some reference to the inciden!, while stilL
acknowJ.edging that it t,tas not central to him, This particular
client was in lherapy for a relativeLy long Èime, but it is
interesting that near the end of therapy he said "ils pretty
obvious that aI1 of this I've been through has been centered
around sex." The fastest way to really get !o the truth is to
make the truth bearable (Martin, 1983:61-62).

A complete understandíng of client-centered psychotherapy would require

an analysis of the lherapy sessions from the beginning to the end of the

process. It is no! within lhe scope of this thesis to reproduce nor to

provide an analysis of lhese dialogues. For our purposes, what is

necessary is a sumnary of how lhis method of psychotherapy is formulated

in theory,

In summary, client-centered psychotherapy focuses primarity on the

amelioration of subjective distress which arises from the incongruity

between self and experience, This incongruity slems from the conditions

of ltorth which must be satisfied in order to experience positive

self-regard. The aim of psychotherapy is to promote unconditional

posiLive self-regard by creating a relationship in which the individuaL

is accep!ed and understood by the therapist. Presumably, the

therapist's uncondítional positive regard and empathy will foster

positive self-regard and thus decrease the incongrui!y between self and

exper ience in the índividual.

This approach focuses itself explicilly upon the individual and

his/her thoughts and feelings. The theory contends that il is up lo the

individual to determine the source of his/her problenr by a persistent

expJ.oration of communicaled lhoughls andr more inportânt, the feelings

associated with, or impJ.icit in, them. The focus for change then is the
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inLernal processes of the individual. In keeping with the definition of

empathy, it can be assumed that alternalive frames of reference are not

included ín the "communicated understanding of the other person's

intended message" (t'tartin, 1983:3), other than the emohional content.

Therefore, it seems unLikely that the interpersonal and socio-structural

issues that may be called on to expJ.ain conditions of Horth wí11 be

raised, or ídentified as problematic. The alleviation of subjective

distress and/or inprovenent of social performance, is achieved by

changing the individual, not by formulating a strategy for changing

rnicro-social groups or socio-structural factors.

Às mentioned previously, a useful step in the assessment of

psychotherapy as a form of associative social control would .be to

ana).yze these theories in practice. Àl.though deviance can be explained

tvith three units of analysis which are included in all of the lheories,

it is not clear whether lhey are incorporated into the practice of

psychotherapy, with the exception of the use of the interpersonal unit

of analysis in family or group therapy. The ques!ion is whether in

addition to helping people to feeL and perform better, psychotherapy can

equip them also to effecl interpersonal and, more important,

socio-structural change. 0ne can question as well whether

psychotherapists, as menbers of the community, attenpt to effect such

change independent of, and in addition to, 'treatinþ' individual

clients. These are important questions in view of the three units of

analysis that can be used in explaining deviance. Àt best, it appears

that a therapeulic response to deviance changes individuats and

micro-social groups and in so doing rnaintains a social order that wiLl

cont inue to reproduce deviance.
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6.5 À soclÀL PSYCHoLoGICÀIJ,/PSYCHIÀTRIC pERSpECTrlrE

The final theoretical perspective that will discussed canno! be

considered a theory of psychotherapy proper.T The texts (Fromm, 1942i

Hall-eck, 1971], , however, llere incLuded in the list of readings !hat

might be assigned in graduate courses on psycholherapy. This is assumed

to indicate that (a! least some) psychotherapists-in-training may be

exposed to âlternate theoretical perspectives on the nature and

anelioration of problems in living, thereby broadening the conceptual

and pracLical paraneters of psychotherapy (at least in theory). The

issues raised by these theorists also provide a glinpse of what

psychotherapy could Iook like nith the systematic integration of all
three unils of analysis ín the formulation of strategies for

ameliorating deviance. what. is of particular importance in this

discussion is the presenlation of socio-structural issues as they

pertain to the etiology and amelioration of deviance.

A view of deviance which identifies society as probJ-ematic does not,

however, ignore individual differences or problems within micro-social

groups. It may still be necessary to provide psychotherapy to alleviate

subjective distress and/or improve social performance, but the argument

is that focusing exclusively on the individual or micro group naintains

a social order that is viewed as problematic (HaIleck, 1971). Thus,

adjusting individuals or allering micro social processes riithout

explicating the plausible effect, or objectionable aspects of the social

order is to be seriously questioned.

7 The stlye in which this perspecLive is presented differs from the
discussion of the previous three theories, This is the result of the
nature of the text and should not be !aken as an editiorial
di scussion.
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Since normaL or healthy can be defíned in terns of social necessities

or human values (!'romm, 1942:160),, it is suggested that:

if the structure of a given society were such that it offered
the optimal possibility for individual happiness, both
viewpoints would coincide. However, this is not the case in
mos! societies we know, including our orln. ÀIthough they
differ in the degree to which they pronote lhe aims of
individual. grow!h, there is a discrepancy belrleen the aims of
the smooth functioning society and the full.development of the
individuaL (Fromm, 1942:159).

One can make sense of deviance by considering that a social order rnay be

unabLe to make adequate provision for the satisfac!ion of human values,

insofar as social necessity is pre-eminent, As Halleck sees it!
a considerable amount of environmental stress is generaled by
society's failure to satisfy the basic psychological needs of
its members..,technological society Ican be viewed] as one
that is too complex to be able to provide all citizens with a
sufficient degree of freedom, dignity, autonomy, and
mean ingful work (1971r22).

In the absence of an optimal environment for aIl group nembers,

deviance can be viewed systernically. In a sociely where there are

syslematic differences in lhe distribution of, or access to, freedom,

dignity, autonomy and meaningful work, the existence of deviance is not

surprising. Deviance is not defined simply as an individual or

interpersonal phenomenon. Rather, the perspective firmly situates the

deviant individual and/or micro-group within the context of the social

structure. In thís view, it can no longer be taken for granted that

deviance is best expJ-ained and ameliorated by changing the individuaJ. or

the micro-group. Assuming that the social order produces subjective

distress which may hinder appropriate social performance, the focus for

change becomes the society itself. In short, a certain amount of

deviance may be ameLiorated by conventional approaches, but society wilL

continue !o replenish the supply.
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Consider, for example, Halleck's (1971) discussion of psychiatric

excuse-giving. He argues that this practice:

,.,tends to strengthen existing social systems. The person who
is given an excuse rnay be one who would otherwise have
confronted the system. If he is compelled to fulfill his
obl.igabion, his p1i9ht may arouse considerable public
sentimen! and concern. However, once a person is declared too
sick to meet his obligations, society assumes tha! the issue
has been justly settled. The excused person loses much of his
notivation to confront the stressful system, and lhere is no
pressure on society to examine the oppressive nature of the
obligations it imposes on people, or to change lhe system
(Halleck, 1971 : 136-137).

Since rnost psychiatrists give lhese excuses on humanitarian/moral

grounds ("9. therapeutic abortion), !his practice, by providing

exemption from obJ.igation, individuaLizes the problem, and thus, rnay

forestall social change. Neither the individuat or !he psychiatris!

call.s for such change, In the case of criminaL responsibiJ.ity, it is

argued that:

,..4 strong case could probably be nade that social factors
such as poverty and race, whose effects are easier to study
and measure, shouLd be given more weight in mitigating
responsibility that the weight currently given to
psychological factors (Ha11eck, 1971:151).

The implication is that an entirely new set of questions can be raised

in !he judicial system, By introducing socio-structural issues such as

unemployment and instiLutionalized racism, the social order can no

longer be taken for granted. The individuaL rule-vioLator can be viewed

as a product of the socio-structural arrangements. In view of the

selectivity of the excuse-9iving, it is not surprising thal these issues

rareLy surface (Halleck, 197'1 ).

This argument can also be extended inLo the area of contractual

psychotherapy. The focus on deviant internal or mic¡o social processes
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From a soc i o- st r uc t ura I
perspective, psychotherapy, to the extent that it seeks to rnake people

feel and function better by changing the internal subjective

apprehension of thät which surrounds hirn/her, assists in the maintenance

of a gíven social order. More specifically:

the patient's capacity to change an oppressive environmenl
depends upon his psychological strength, his awareness of what
that environment is doing to him, and his motivation to chanÇé
il. Àny treatmen! that makes the patienl feel more
comfortable and more sure of himself could conceivably
increase his effectiveness in dealing \,rith his oppressors ...
Unfortunately, psychological strength is no! a sufficient
condition for social activism, the paLienl must also know what
is worth changing in his environment ìrany therapists,
preoccupied r¡ith the patient's internal dynamics, do not take
lhe time to make thernselves or their patients aware of his
stressful environnent .,. A certain degree of frustraLion tlith
the inadequacies of the environment is Ialso] a necessary
ingredient for social activism The therapeutic process
does not create the kind of frustration or ultimately the kind
of motivation that would encourage the patient to change his
environment (Hatleck, 19'71t41-42),

Àlthough attempts to help people feel and function better are not

inherently negative, Hal-leck points out that "tranquiL men do not

ordinarily make good revoLutionaries" (19'11¡42). Even lrhen the

interpersonal group is identified as !he appropriate object !o be

changed, the goal is to make the nicro group function better rr'hile

alleviating the subjective distress of the individuals whorn it
comprises, so thal lhe society that produces these individuals and micro

groups rema i ns lhe same.

HaIIeck (1971) su99ests, then, that psychotherapy can be improved in

a number of rrlays. First, the status quo can only be challenged if
people are aware lhat there is something worth changing. An integral

part of psychotherapy would then be to provide the individual lrith as

broad a view of his/her circumstances as possible. In short:
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when large numbers of people are "afflicted" with unhappiness,
they cannot aJ.I be defective, The causes of their suffering
cannot be totally personal or anomalous; lhey must also be
within the nature of the inrmediate social environment
(HalIeck, 19'11t28) ,

The implicafion is that individualized conceptualizations of subjective

distress and/or inadequate social performance alone are inappropriate

and that the individual is nol alone or peculiar in his/her suffering.

Accordi ng to HaLleck:

... In order for psycholherapy to be effeclive, the therapist
must vigorousLy strive to increase his patient's awareness of
all external stress. The !herapist should lry to show the
patient tlhat he is doing to himself or what his family or
friends are doing to him; he should also try to show the
patient how social instítulions influence his behavior.
Mal-adaptive behavior can be generated just as much by lack of
aÌ¡areness of the social environment as by lack of awareness of
one' s inner motivations (1971r55).

This awareness, coupled with an expJ.icit analysis of the social order in

the expJ.anation of why so many people share these difficulties is a

necessary par! of lhe development of challenges lo the sÈaÈu6 quo.

Hollever, ar,tareness, Lhough a necessary starting point, is not in

itself enough. The second issue then is molivation. In addition to a

strategy for changing the individual (ie. alleviating subjective

dislress and expanding !he a!,areness context), a second focus might also

be íncorporated, namely, the utility of social activism and the

potential for social change. Halleck also argues:

IpJ sychiatrists have tried to convince themselves that it is
possibLe to keep lheir political biases out of their work.
They have sought to maintain a kind of therapeutic neutrality
and have been extremely reluctant to share !heir politicaJ.
views with their patients . . . IDJ ealing with the harsh
reaLities of life is not a resistance lo the process of
emotional growth; rather, it may be a critical factor in
maintaining one's nenLaI health, especially in a sociely in
rihich realities are so grim ( 1971155).
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Human reality nusl be understood as a sociaL construction. I^iíth the

underst.anding that social reality is arbitrary, that it is socially

constructed, may come the realization !hat it can be changed. I.ihen

society is presented as given, inevitable, unchangeable, there is little
to motivate efforts to change i!. The psycholherapist who recognizes

!hat reaLity is socially constructed, as wetì as the role of

socio-structural factors in lhe etiology of deviance, becomes obligaled

to impart this knowledge to lhe client, thereby fostering a notivation

for sociaL activism (HaL1eck, 1971).

FinalLy, it is suggested that frustration rlith the environment is

necessary for challenging the staÈus quo. Thís is particuJ-arly

problematic because it appears antithetical to the stated goals of

psychotherapy. The alleviation of subjective distress and/or

improvement of social perfornance on one hand, and the developrnent or

maintenance of frustration on the other, appear to be irreconcilabLe.

For example, a black student who had been a\,rarded an athletic

scholarship was refused enrollment in the premedical program because the

"school's athletic department r,las so intent to have him maintain bis

academic eligibility that it llas unwiIJ-ing to permit him to fail
difficult courses" (Ha11eck, 1971:48). The individual ultimatety was

disnissed from the team and Iost his scholarship for proLesting against

the racist atLiLudes l'hich forced hirn to major in physical education.

This fruslralion effected his studies which led him to a

psychotherapist. Hall.eck claims:

Before this student came to see me he had consulted another
psychialrist who advised hin to forget aboul the injustices
that had been perpetrated against him and try to overcome his
neurotic problems ... lseeking a second opinion] ... he told
me- that he wanted only tl{'o things: to ge! inLo medical schooL
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and !o do something about the systen that had hurt him so
badly. I told him that I thought he had been treated
inhumanly and agreed that he would never be at peace with
himself until he succeeded in doing something about the systen
that had hurt him. I,ie agreed logelher that he could more
readily do somethlng to change the system if he achieved a
position of power in this society (ttalleck, 19'71t49]¡ ,

Psychotherapy heLped to alleviate this individual's subjective distress

and improve his academic performance, but "Iat] the same time he still
retains a high degree of comnitmenl to the struggle to end racism in

Àmer ica.

The implication is that the goals of psychotherapy must be changed,

or frustration must be incorporated into those goals. If frustration

rlith socíety could be construed as valuable and constructive (ie, it
took the form of an intersubjective critique), it might resul! in an

individuaL feeling "more sure of himself... Iand] ... increase his

effectiveness" (Ha1Leck, 1971:41). The individuat can be frustrated

r,rith sornething, but this does not have to signal subjective distress for

which psychotherapy is indicated. Rather, it can provide the foundation

for sharing with others a critical evaluatÍon of socio-structuraL

arrangemeDtsr and the frustration. These three issues (awareness,

motivation, and frustration) provide an interesting vantage point from

which to assess whether conventional psychotherapy assists in the

maintenance of social order, insofar as they may provide a foundation

for-chaJ.Lenging the 6tatus quo.

In summary, a social psychological/psychiatric perspective on

psychotherapy questions conven!ional clinical intervention which focuses

primarily on changing the individual. Although psychotanaltic

psychotherapy forms the basis of Halleck's (1971) clinica). practise, he
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clearly argues lhat the alteralion of interpersonaL processes and the

transformation of the social system are of equal, if not greater

inportance, in the anelioration of deviance. Individualized

amelioralion is not abandoned because the alleviation of subjective

distress and improvemen!s in sociaL performance can benefil the

individual. The inplications of conventional psycholherapy's basic

focus on the individual, however, are systematicalJ.y addressed in terms

ot the mainlenance of social order. By including the issues of

at'areness, motivation and frustration in the psychotherapeutic

programme, suggestions are provided for changing pschotherapy such that

it may faciLitate challenges !he !o social order.

6.5 DISCUSSioN

The practical application of the psychoanalytic, behaviorist, and

experiential-humanist theories of psychotherapy have been examined. In

addition, a fourth perspective was considered lhat provided a crilique

of conventional psycholherapy and suggestions for altering the process

and iLs outcome. The issue that psychotherapy, by focusing on changing

individuals (or micro groups), may assist in the naintenance of social

orderr does not surface in the seminal schools of psychotherapy.

Àlthough the conceplual parameters of these theories encompass the three

unils of analysis that can explain deviance, lhey are not ínlegraLed in

practice, À social psychologicaL/psychchiatric perspective, in

contrast, argues that the failure of psychotherapy to incorporate

socio-structural issues into practice, serves to assist in the

naintenance o! existing social systems.
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Psychoanalyis atlempts to bring to anareness the individual's

emotiona] reactions to interpersonal processes; to.t4ork through these

emotions to achieve Iastíng insight, which enables him/her to cope

efficienlly in life (Fromm-Reichman, 1950). Changing the individual's

emotional reactions serves to improve sociaL performance in

interpersonal relalionships. Sirnilarl.y, client-centred psychotherapy

focuses on helping !he individual to decrease his/her avoidance of

threatening cognitions and painful enotions in order to facilitate f ul.1

openness to experience (Rogers, 1959). With empathy and positive regard,

the incongruity between self and experience which creates subjective

distress and disrupts social performance is eliminaLed. In both the

psychoanalytic and client-centred approaches, subjecLive satisfaction

and acceplable social performance are realized by changing the subject's

cognitive and affective processes. The major difference between these

perspectives is the extent to which the cLient is directed torlard a

particuJ-ar view or ínterpretation of reality. Psychoanalysis is lhe

more directive of lhe two, but in both cases, the focus is on changing

the individual,

The behavioral approach, which is similar to the psychoanalysis terms

of being directive, focuses on observabJ.e, conpartmen!alized,

operationally defined behavior or responses. It is the narrotvest

approach to the anelioration of deviance in spite of the broad

assumption that problematic experience or performance are caused by

environmental. factors. Subjective distress and inadequate social

performance are aneliorated by altering stimulus and response

conlingencies which can be directly manipulaled by the therapist or the
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individual, in order to achieve response increment, decrement, or

acquislt,ion (cotlman and Leiblum, 19'74]¡ . The focus for change in this

approach, as well as psychoanalysis and cLient-centred psychotherapy, is

the individual, although micro social intervention has been formulaled.

There is a disparity, then bet!,een the explanation and amelioration

of devÍance in conventional theories of psychotherapy. ÀIthough

deviance can be explained l¡ith reference !o individual, interpersonal

and socio-structural factors, the practical application of

psychotherapeutic theory is confined to changing the indivídua1, or in

its broadest application, aLtering interpersonal interaclion. The

socio-structural issues that can be raised in the expLanaLion of

deviance are almost absent in the fornulation of practice. The focus on

internal processes and interpersonal interaction obstructs the

examination of socio-structural problems, and therefore the

identification of the social order as an appropriate target in the

amelioralion of deviance. The implication of !his ís that psychotherapy

is a form of associative social control which assísts in the maintenance

of social order. This is the very issue raised by the social

psychological,/psychiatríc perspectives on deviance (Fronm, 1941i and

Halleck, 1971 ) .
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CONCIUSION

The purpose .of this thesis !¡as to assess the argument that

psychotheraþ;i 'is a form of social conlrol in the service of the

maintenance of sociaL order. More specifically, contractual

psychotherapy rlas conceptuaLized as a.form of associative sociaL control

(Mayer, 1983), which can be understood as a part of a larger system of

consensual control, or hegemony (Femia, 1975). The argument is that lhe

structural arrangements of society are maintained by social institulions

which shape the conceptual processes through which humans perceive and

understand social reality (Fenia, 1975). In short, the processes of

socialization shape the cognitive and affective structures !rith r,rhich

the individual engages in and perceives social action. Socialization

establishes a normative order against rr,hich the individual's perfornance

and experience are compared. Society can be seen then, as providing

definitions of bolh nornal and deviant behavior. Since deviance

represents a threat to the normative order, society must equip itself to

control it¡ !hereby preserving its integrity. The social institutions

which perforrn this funclion can be seen to sustain this hegemony.

Às slated at the outset, social order and mechanisms which assist in

its naintenance are essential to human existence. The conflict-based

deviancy model of social control has made a significant contribution !o

Ehe undersEandinq of lhe mainlenance of social order in it,s foeus on

109
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coercive control. SociaI control , however, is often perceived as a

repressive process with Little or no redeeming value. Àgain, social

control assists in the maintenance of social order and is crucial for

humans. It is simply naive to assume that social order can be

maintained !rithout control mechanisms. Hunan action simply cannot

proceed in lhe absence of social order, therefore social control can be

seen as organizing individual and social. life. Social control,

vis-a-vis lhe naintenance of social order, $arrants critical analysis

when it perpetuates socielal inadequacies in lhe socialization of group

members and obfuscates then in the amelioration of deviance, The

question that arises, then, is, does psychotherapy sus!ain hegemonic

control in !he anelioration of deviance?

The deviance upon which this thesis focused llas subjective distress

and inadequate socíal performance, not disruptive enough to caIl for

incarceration (Arrnstrong, 1983), but for r+hich individuaLs might

voluntari).y avail themselves of contractual psychotherapy.

Psychotherapy pervades the entire practice of psychiatry and clinical
psychoJ.ogy. It is not used exclusively rlith one class of deviants, but

rather it underscores bhe genderal therapeutic approach to ameliorating

deviance. That an individual would identify his/her performance or

experience as deviant and thus seek psychotherapy can only be understood

as due to ideas emerging out of the socio-cultural milieu, because

society defines for its members the parameters of normative subjective

experience and social perfornance. Cultural definitions strucLure the

evaluation of subjective experience and social performance and suggest

solutions in the face of subjective distress and inadequate pertormance.
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This constitutes the imposition of order upon the flux of human

experience in generai (Berger, 1971). Psychotherapy, as a solution to

the problematic experience and performance also constitutes the

imposition of order, or more accurately, maintains the particular order

that has been imposed. This is the fundamental feature of hegemonic

controL; society directl.y and indirectly shapes the the cognitive and

affective structures which guide sociaL action (nemia, 1975),

In theories of psycholherapy, the stated goals are to foster

subjective satisfactíon (eg. happiness) and improve social performance

(eg. work, interpersonaJ. interaction). The individual is seen in

psychotherapy primarily because of eno!ional complaints (eg. anxiety,

depression, fear) which may surface independent of disrupted social

performance, or in addition to i!. Whether the evaluation is subjective

or made by an external observer, the standards which govern the

evaluation of subjectíve experience or socia). perforrnance are derived

from lhe group. The inplication is that psychot.herapy not onLy assists

lhe individual actor bul it also assists the group. On one hand,

feeLing better is defined subjecLively as des.irable, and on the other,

performing better is defined collec!iveIy as desirable, in the sense

lhat adequate sociaJ. performance is necessary for a smoothly functioning

socieLy. 0f course, subjective saiisfaction may also resul.t from better

performance. The manifest benefits which may accrue for human beings

from psychotherapy, hor,rever, nask the plausibility of explanation and

intervention at the socio-structural Ievel. The social order derives a

latent benefi! f rorn the psychotherapeutic programme, nameJ.y, conforrnity

tof as opposed to challenges to, social norms and rules.
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The character of subjective sâlisfaction and adequate social

performance is nebulous, which makes it difficult to distinguish clearJ.y

normal from abnormal behavior. Since aIl humans experience subjective

distress and disruptions to sociaL performance, the individual can never

be certain that s/he is indeed normal. The result is that aLÌ sociaL

actors are potential candidates for psycholherapy. The success of an

associative social control programme such as psychotherapy in atLracting

a clientele rests on the ambiguity of cultural definitions of normative

experience and performance. The argument that psychotherapy is a forn

of associative social control is supported by this analysis. The goals

of subjective satisfaction and improved social performance are perceived

individually and collectively as desirable. It goes without saying !hat

adequate social performance is a social necessity. Subjective

satisfaction is also socially valued, but if it requires societal change

to achieve it, then it becomes problematic in the in sense thât the

maintenance of social order is threatened. Society circumven!s these

!hreats by shaping the cognitive and affective processes through which

subjec!ive experience and social performance are evaluated.

The goaLs of psychotherapy are purported to be beneficial for the

Índividual and the group. Àn exception this pattern is found in Halleck

(1971),, rlho suggests that if society is viewed as problematic, then an

additional, or nore appropriate goaJ. for psychotherapy would be to

foster frustration !¡ith the inadequacies of the system as opposed to

simply helping peopLe to feel and function better in the existing

system. This is not to suggest that the goals of psychotherapy should

be to nainlain or encourage subjective distress and inadequate social
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performance; rather Halteck (19i1) questions the impications of hetping

people to feel and act better in the current established order. in

short, an inadequate society may be maintained by the goals of

conventional psychotherapy as well as the inability to distinguish

normal from abnormal experience and perfornance. The goals of

psychotherapy are framed in terms of the manifest benefits for lhe

individuaL which obfuscate the laten! socio-struc!ural benefitsi social

order is maintained. Frustration with the exisLing system may

facilitale change ín that system sucb that alI group members achieve

subjective satisfaction and perform !heir roLes welI.

Subjective distress and inadequate sociaL performance can be

explained by using the individual, interpersonal interaction or lhe

social structure as units of analysis, which indeed, all of the

theoretical perspectives present and expLica!e. These frames of

reference are used in differing contexts and with varying degrees of

emphasisr but the conceptual parameters of psychotherapy are broad

enough to incorporate the ful1 range of issues, from the peculiarity of

the individual to !he objecLionable aspects of society, within its
explanatory domain, Àlthough this continuun is formally included in

psychotherapeutic theories of deviance, the theoretical applicalion of

the seminal theories indicates that individualized explanations inform

clinicaL practise, except in the case of marital or famÍly therapy.

Upon closer exanination of socio-structural explanations of deviance in

conventional psychothè r apeul i c theory, their actual ulility appears to

be nominaL. Consider again, Martin and Pears's ('1978) discussíon of the

iatrogenic effects of avoidance conditioning, which !hey argue, pervades
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the educational and legal syslems. One can question why lhis strategy

for ameliorating deviance is retained in practice when it is argued to

have a deleterious effect on human behavior. Psychotherapeutic theory

does not rely exclusively on internal subjective peculiarities to

explain problematic experience and performance, but the theoretical

fornulation of praclise does not reflect the inLegration of the enlire

range of explanatory concepts. Since the development of strategies to

ameliorale deviance are structured by the unit of analysis that is used

to explain it, in the final analysisf the inclusíon of socio-structural

issues in nominal to the exLent that societal transformation is not

integrated into mainstream cLinical practice. RecalI, Eecker's

contention that "I,Ihat we caLl cause refLec!s our intention to act and

the powers we dispose of ,.," (1964:116). In psychotherapeutic lheory,

the incongruity betHeen lhe explanation and amelioration of deviance

suggests the opposíte. That is, the prescribed action for ameliorating

deviance reflects what is conceptualized as the cause of it, namely

individual peculiarities and problematic interpersonaL interaction.

The criticaL question .f or assessing the argunênt that psychotherapy

serves to maintain social order isr how are deviant sLates or conditions

best ameLiorated? Àgain, ameliorative sLrategies are directly related

to the unit of analysis that is used to explain deviance. If the

individua)., micro group, and the society itself can be viewed as

appropriate units of analysis for explaining deviance, then it would

best arneliorated by change at aLI three LeveLs. Àssuming that society

structures individuaL and social life, then i! can be identified, as

perhaps, the most appropriate larget at which to ai¡r amelioration
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efforts. in theory, conventional psychotherapy has formulated

strategies for changing individuals, and in its broadest application,

micro groups such as the family or marital relationship. If a1Ì three

units of analysis are necessary for an adequate understanding of

indivídual and social Iife, why is it t.hat psychoLherapy changes !he

individual, or the individuals that comprise nicro groups? There is a

distinct gap lhen, between the explanation and anrelioraLion of deviance.

The three major schools of psychotherapy aim their efforts at

changing the individual, although there are instances in which it is

considered to be more appropriate !o change social processes, or

designate the micro group as the appropriate 'client' (eg. Laing, 1969i

Fromm-Reichman, 1950; and cotlman and Leiblum, 1974], , but none of the

theories goes beyond the smal.l. group in defining who the clien! is.

According to Becker (1964), this is a function of the powers the

psychotherapist may dispose of, Social order would be threatened by

altacks on the society and thus deviance is best ameliorated by change

at the individual and micro levels of social life.

Subjective distress and inadequate social performance appear to be

ameliorated in two fundamental rlays. In the case of psychoanaLysis, the

cognitive and affective structures which are assumed to underLie

probJ-ematic experience and performance are explored, interpreted and

worked through so that the patient may achieve insighl. The primary aim

is to expand the individual's self-knowJ.edge and change his,/her

emotional reactions that precipitate subjective distress or disrupl

social performance. Sirnilarly, client-centered psychotherapy focuses on

the emotional dimension of the individuaL's difficulties, on the
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assumption that ltith self-knowledge cones an understanding of the

emotional factors which ínterfere with appropria!e cognition and action.

The second way in which lhe goals of psychotherapy are achieved is by

changing comparlmentaJ.ized overt behavior. Behavior modification

focuses primarily on manipulating the contingencies of reinforcement

which create änd sustain behavioral excesses, deficiencies or

inappropriateness. SLrategies are devised lo promote adaptive and

prosocial behavior and the process is virtually the same when covert

behavior (eg. thoughts and feeLings) is identified as problematic,

l4hat is conmon to all three perspectives is that the focus is on

changing the individual, despite the fact the interpersonal and

socio-structural factors are also identified as plausibLe accounts of

unaccepÈable subjective experience and sociat performance, The micro

group nay be idenLified as the appropriate target for change, bul

strategies for changing the social structure in r+hich both the

individual and micro group are shaped, are not integrated into

psyc hothe rapeut i c praclice (at Ieas! in theory). Rather, society is

taken as given and the focus is on the promotion of subjective

satisfaction and improved social performance within the confines of

acceptable experience and conduct set ou! by the society.

The theoretical presentation of psychothe rapeu! i c practice provides

support for the argument that psychotherapy is a forn of associative

social control. By focusing on changing individual behavior and

internal, subjectíve .processes and not socio-structural arrangements,

the social order is naintained. Hatleck (1971) again represents an
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exception to this pattern by addressing such issues as fostering the

individual's a!rareness of and frustration with society's inadequacies.

Moreover, he views it as appropriale for the psychotherapis! !o make an

effort !o motiva!e the indívidual to change the larger sociaJ. system.

Thus, although the seminal schools of psychotherapy raise

socio-structural. issues in the explanation of deviance, these iàsues are

not lranslated into pracLice.

Insofar as psycholherapy individualizes clinical interventionr the

role of the social structure in the etiology of problematic experi.ence

or behavior is obscured. Psycholherapy is indeed a "conceptual

machinery of universe maintenance Iwhich ensures] that actual or

potential deviants stay within the institutionaLized definitions of

reality" (Berger and Luckmann, 1966:112-113). The nebulous character of

normality, which renders every individual a potential candidate for

psychotherapy, and the disparity belween the explanation and

amelioration of deviance supports the concLusion tha! psychotherapy is

indeed a form of associative social conLrol which not only maintains but

also perpetuales a given social order. In short, the manner in which

the goals of psycholherapy are achieved is an insidious use of power

(Lukes, 1977) r+hich sustains hegemonic control (Femia, 1975).

Àwareness should be a parLicularly important outcome of

psychotherapy, not only in the sense of being aware of one's internaL

dynamics or understanding of micro social processes, but more inportant,

being aware of the interrelationships of the different parts of large

social systems (Halleck, 1971). This awareness can be seen as necessary

for the development of critical thinking, the suppression of which, sone
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would argue, begins very early in life (Fromm, 1941t216l,. Fromm

conlends:

wiLh regard !o aII basic questions of individual and social
life, with regard to psychologíca1, economic, poJ.itical, and
noral problems, a great sector of our culture has just one
funclion -- to befog the issues. 0ne kind of snokescreen is
the assertion that the problems are too complicated for the
average individual to grasp. 0n the contrary, it would seem
that many of the basic issues of individuaL and social life
âre very sinple, so simple, in fact, that everyone should be
expecled to understand them. To Iet them appear so enormously
cornplicated lhat only a "specialist" can understand
them...tends !o discourage people from trusting their orln
capacity to think about those problems that really natler
(1941r275-2'16) ,

It can be inferred from this lhat critical thinking is circumscribed by

the social distribution of knowJ.edge. Human existence is no doubt a

complex phenomenon, but this complexity seems to have grown

exponentiaJ-J.y with the emergence of countless experts. As this excerpt

suggests, the specialists, by delineating discrete areas of expertise,

fail to integrate the fundamental questions that underlie individual and

social Iife. taing for exanrple, argues that:

the socio-economic factors of the larger community of which
the patient's farnily is an integral part are not direcÈIy
relevant to the subject matter that is our concern. This is
no! to say that such factors do not profoundly influence the
nature of the family and hence the patient. But, just as the
cytologist puts, qua cytologist, his knowledge of nacroanatomy
in parentheses in his description of cellular phenomena, whiJ.e
at the sane !ime being in posession of this knowledge, so r,le
put the ).arger sociological issues in parentheses as not of
direct relevance to the understanding of how this girl becarne
psychotic. (1969r180, emphasis in originaJ.).

This enabl-es the psychotherapist to avoid socio-structural issues in

practice by suppressing the issues entirely or regarding the questions

as oulside his/her ârea of expertise.
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The sociaL distribution of knowledge is inevitable in the sense that

society has become too complex for each individuaL to 'know' alL there

is to know. The basis for, and the nature of, this distribution is,

however, a significan! problen for study. The seminal schools of

psychotherapy focus on self-knowledge, or the information that renders

individual behavior controllable. I f socio-structuraL fac!ors can

provide a plausible account of the development of subjectíve distress,

then self-knowledge alone will not bridge the gap betr+een internal

dynamics and the sociaL structure. Psychotherapy 'befogs' the

socio-structural problems of individual and social life by designating

the individual as the appropriate focus for change.

The question lhen is: lrhat type of knowledge is imparted by the

psychotherapist to the individual? Àn appropriate starting point for

the consideration of lhis knowledge is to assess psychotherapy in

practice. Psychotherapy promises to alleviate subjective distress and

in so doing, or in addition, improves social performance.

Theoretically, it views deviance as an individual, interpersonal and

socio-structural phenomenon. In its presentation of practice ,however,

it seems that, rlith the excep!ion of micro social intervention, lhe

individual is the problem that nìust be solved. Clearly, lha! is stated

in theory may bear littJ-e or no relation to the content of practice.

The problen then is to study psychotherapeuLic dialogue io assess the

lype of, and lhe manner in which, knowledge is imparted. I! is only in

the social psychological/psychiatric perspective that alternative goals

of psychotherapy are stated and prásented as factors that may facilitate

challenges to existíng socio-structural. arrangenents. Àgain, lhere is an
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a!rareness of the interrelationships of the parts of the ).arger social

systemi fruslration I{'ith the inadequacies of this systen; and the

motivation to change it.

By far the most inportant task that Iies ahead in this field of

inquiry, then, is an analysis of actual psychotherapy in practice.

Since this study did not altemp! to analyze the content and process of

psychotherapy as it happens, it is difficult to discern how the

individual is actually changed, or, the steps in lhe process and the

knowledge s/he acquires that produces such change. This l¡as most clear

in the case of client-centered psychotherapy which appears to be unique

for each client. It is suggested that another way to assesS the

argument that psychotherapy is a form of sociaL control is to analyze

the process of psychotherapy from the initial interview to its

termination with different clients and practi!ioners using different

theore! ical per spec t i ve s.
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March 31, 1986.

Dear Prof e s sor

I am an M.À. student in Sociology and have reached the thesis
stage in ny progran. I have proposed a content analysis of theories
of psychotherapy with lhe aim of conparing different ]ogics of
clinical practice.

Àt thís time, I am requesting your assistance in compíling a
list of psychotherapy texts from which to draw a sanple for content
anaLysis. I rlould sincerely appreciate your cooperation in
furnishing a Iist of five popular texts that are used in graduate
courses in psychotherapy training,

Please find a form attached on which you can record the list.
It can be returned to ne at the Sociology department via campus
nail, or I can be reached by telephone at 474-5555.

Since I intend to nove on to a Ph.D, program this September, I
would appreciate a response at your earliest convenience. If you
have any questions about the proposed study please feel free to
contac! me, or my advisor, Dr. Stephen Brickey (945-3125).

Thank you for your consideration of this correspondence.

Yours truLy,
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P,svchoanalytic Texts

BaIint, M., P.H. Ornstein ând E. Balint.
Focal Therapv: Àn Example of Àpplied PsvchoanaLvsis. Tairstock
Publ icat ions Ltd., tondonl 1972,

Freud, S i gnund.
The Problem of Anxietv, I,¡.}.l. Norton & Co. 1nc. New York: 1936.

Fromm-Reichmann, F.
Principles of Intensive Psychotherapv. The University of Chicago
Press, Chicago: 1950.
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Craighead, I,¡.E., À.E. Kazdin, and Michael J. Mahoney.
Behavior Modification: Principles, Issues and Àpplications.
Houghton Mifflin Companyr Boston: 1981.

Gottman, John M. and Sandra R. Leiblum.
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Beqinners. Holt, Rinehart and Winston Inc,, Ner¡ York¡ 1974.
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Inc., Englewood Cliffsl 1978.
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ExÞer ient íal-Human i sm Texts

Martin, David G.
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Monterey: 1983,
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Counselinq and Psychotherapv. Houghton Mifflin Co,, Boston: '1 942.
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Halleck, S. L.
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The Divided Self. Penguin Books, Middlesex: 1969.
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